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Caused Death of H. A. Davis
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At SPEAR’S
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PEA COAL,

$14.00 per TON
PROMPT DELIVERY

AND
SATISFACTORY SERVICE

FRED R. SPEAR
TELEPHONE 255

5 PARK STREET.

BULBS
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TULIPS

HYACINTHS

FLOWERING PLANTS .

PALMS

CUT FLOWERS
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The

Opposite Postoffice
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Coneervatorias, Camden, Maine. Telephone 135-2.

Where the Laundry Truck calls
Regularly, the
Doctor comes seldom!
In figuring up wash day expense there is an item rightly chargeable
which many women overlook. That item is the doctor bills. Think it
over for a moment. First of all the heavy work, then the moist damp
collar or room and wet feetandbody; finally the running in and out from
a warm steamy house to cool outdoors. Is it a wise risk to take; does
it pay?
The beauty of this service of ours is we take out of the house every
thing that pertains to wash day. You simply call us. We return the
work sweat and clean and at a truly moderate cost. We do everything
in laundry work—Blankets, Quilts, etc.

ST. PETER’S CHURCH
White Street, near Llmeroek
3ev. A. E Scott, Sector
34 High Street. Telephone 46-1
If this telephone Is not answered call 56-M
Twenty-second Sunday alter Trinity, Oct

23rd, Holy Communion at 7.30 a. m. only;
Morning Prayer and Litany, with music
anil sermon, at 10.30 ; Church School with
traded classes at 12 15.

At Thomaston Sunday,

Prayer

Evening

with music and sermon at 7 p. m.

No choir rehearsal next week.
Friday. Oct. 26th. Feast of St. Simon and

St Jude. Apostles, Holy Communion at
7 30 a. m

MAY WE CALL?
TELEPHONE 650-R.

PERRY’S STEAM LAUNDRY
CORNER MAIN AND WILLOW STREETS.

ESTABLISHED 1914.

Orel E. Davies
OPTOMETRIST

4

r

Oldest Graduate in

Rockland Garage Co.

Rockland
106tf

Our Repair Shop for Ford Cars and stock of genuine
Ford parts will still be kept up to full capacity. Our
stock of genuine Ford parts has been and will continue
to be the largest in this part of the State.
The car we now sell is the—

MAKE CRUNCHY

BROWN TOAST

NEW PRICES FOR STUDEBAKER CARS FOR 1922:
F. O. B. FACTORIES
Light
Light
Light
Light

Six,
Six
Six
Six

3 past.Roadster $1125
TouringCar........ $1150
Coupe .................. $1550
Sedan .................. $1850

Special Six 2 pass. Roadster $1585
Special Six Touring.$1635
Special Six 4 pass. Coupe ... $2450
Special Six 5 pats. Sedan ... $2550

Big Six Touring Car................................... $1985
Big Six 4 passenger Coupe.........................$2850
.

Big Six 7 passenger Sedan .........................$2950

PARK STREET.

TELEPHONE 700.

ROCKLAND
119-128

Let Us Suggest a Monument or a Headstone

Add zest and companion
ableness to breakfast by
toasting your bread electric
ally right at the table. Then
it is crisp, fresh, hot and
wholesome. No kitchen-todining room delays either.
The electric toaster con
nects with any light socket
and is toasting-hot in a jiffy.
You can toast as fast as
you like, two slices at a time
at a cost of a cent for 12
slices.

that fills the requirements of your cemetery plot. We are pre
pared to do first class work at a reasonable price and will fur
nish any kind of Granite or Marble you desire. We have several
Barre Monuments which could be erected in a short time.

At any of our 32 stores

GIVE US A CALL AND INSPECT OUR WORK

Power Company

WILLIAM E. DORNAN & SON
GRANITE AND MARBLE DEALERS
EAST UNION, ME.

es-s-tf

Commission.

The Public Utilities Commission In a
decision
rendered Tuesday in the mat
Communications upon topics of general later
eet are solicited.
ter of the accident which occurred in
Entered at the poetofflee In Bockland for ell
Waldoboro Sept. 5, resulting in the
culatlon at second-claie postal rates.
Publlsbsd every Tuesday, Thursday and Bat death of H. A. Day, says that his death
urday taorn'ng, from 489 Main Street, Bock was caused by his own carelessness in
land. Mains.
unnecessarily putting himself in this
place of danger.
.».
"H. A. Day of Waldoboro, aged 46
••• When once ambition has passed its •••
years, has been employed by the Cen•— natural limits, its progress is bound- •••
ral Maine Power Co. as a common la
less —Seneca.
,
••• borer to dig post holes and had worked
for that company feur days prior to
Sept. 5, 1921,” says the decision. “On
BUTLER IN COMMAND the morning of Sept. 5 he went out
with the crew to go to work but It
being Labor Day. the crew decided
Rockland Officer In Tempo ot to work on that day and Mr. Day
eturned to his home. About 4 o'clock
rary Charge of Maine Coast in the afternoon of Sept. 5, Mr. Daygot a pair of climbers which belonged
Artillery.
to his son, and went across the road
from his house and climbed to the top
Col. William P. Norton’s resigna of a pole of the Central Maine Power
tion two week’s ago, commanding Co., which carried 4400 volt high ten
officer of the Maine Coast Artillery, is sion power line.
“Herbert Standish, who had been
now followed by the resignation of
out hunting, was coming down this
Lieut. Col. George A. Buker of Port road about this time, heard Mr. Day’s
land, with the result that Major voice and looked up and saw him near
he top of the pole about 150 feet dis
Walter H. Butler of Rockland Is tem
porarily commanding officer of the tant from where he was standing at
Coast Artillery. The Portland Ex the time. Just as he saw him he no
press of Tuesday offered this com ticed a lot of smoke coming from his
body and saw Day fall from the pole
ment:
“Major Butler is a veteran of the to the ground. Mr. Standish found
26th Division and has been a Coast him lying on the ground, face down
Artillery officer since the reorgani ward, and put his hand over his heart
zation of the State forces. He dis but could not feel any movement, and
played marked efficiency during the noticed that his face was black. There
various schools and encampments of was a bad burn on his right hand,
which was closed.
the troops during the past summer.
‘Mr. Standish immediately notified
‘At present the table of organization
Day’s wife and sor., and Dr. D, D.
of the Maine Coast Artillery does not
Mayo of Waldoboro was summoned
call for a colonel nor lieutenant col
and succeeded in reviving Mr. Day
onel, there being but five companies
about half an hour. Mr. Day, however
Federally recognized, and neither Col
died from the effects of this injury at
Norton nor Lieut. Col. Buker had re
noon on Sept, 14, 1921.
ceived Federal recognition. A recently
“The company was not dcing any
organized company at Vinahaven is
work upon this power line at the place
awaiting Federal recognition and with
where this accident occurred and Mr.
the addition of this unit a lieutenant
Day had no occasion to climb this pole
colonel will be authorized and with the as he did.”
strength increased by two more com
panies. which have already been pro
WERE IN ROCKLAND
vided for by the Militia Bureau of the
War Department, it is probable that
a colonel will be named.
Four Prisoners Who Escaped
“It is assumed by military men that
From Belfast Jail—One Re
a new head for the coast artillery
branch will be named within a short
captured.
time by Adjutant General Hadley, bu»
the identity of this officer has not
George Darragh, who escaped from
been made known by Gen. Hadley. It Waldo County jail Wednesday night
Is understood that Major Butler will of last week, was captured In Boston
not accept the charge and that a man and is again back in confinement at
not now a member of the State forces Belfast, He was serving 10 months
will be placed in command. Locally for the larceny of an automobile
the names of Majors Waldemar P. Nothing has been learned as to the
!! Adams and George E. Fogg have been whereabouts of Darragh’s three com
mentioned frequently in this con panions, Joseph Gorey, Arthur Dizan
nection as have those of Major Harry and William Scannell, all of Boston
Goodier of Biddeford, all former coast who were serving eight months in
artillery officers, and Lieut. Col, Waldo County Jail for the same of
Spaulding W. Bisbee, a former officer tense.
of the 103rd Infantry.” ’
Darragh told thc officers that he had
Advertising rets* bleed upon circulation aoC

very reasonable.
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THREE BIG SPEAKERS

I AM THE COUNTRY NEWSPAPER

Who Will Be Fkard At Salva

I am tlw Country Newspaper.

tion Army Meeting In Bap
tist Church Tuesday Even

I am the friend of the family, the brinqer of tidinge from other

ing.

By BRISTOW ADAMS.

friends; I speak to the home in the evening light of lummer'i vine-

dad porch or the glow of winter's lamp.

I help to make this evening hour; I record the great end the
email, the varied acts of the days end weeks that go to makj up life.

I am for and of the home; I follow those who loave humble begin
nings; whether they go to greatness or to the gutter, I take to them
the thrill of old days, with wholesome messages.

I speak the lengnago of the common man; my words are fitted to
his understanding.

My congregation is

An imposing array of Salvation Army
workers comes to Rockland next Tues
day to conduct a big service in the
First Baptist church at 7.30 that even
ing. Accompanying the speakers will
be a sextet of musicians, who will
help provide one of the best programs
ever offered by the Salvation Army
in this city
Col. W. A. Mylntyre, one of the
speakers, has been a Salvationist for
39 years, becoming an officer more

larger than that of any

church in my town; my readers are more than those in the school.

Young and old alike find in mo stimulation, instruction, entertain*

meat, inspiration, solace, comfort. I am the chronicler of birth, and
love and death—the three great facts of man’s axistence.

I bring together buyer and teller, to the benefit of both; I am

part of the market-place of the world. Into the home I carry word of
the goods which feed and clothe and shelter, and which minister to
comfort, ease, health, and happiness.

I am the word of the weak, the history of the year, the record of
my community in th« archives of state and jiation.

I am the exponent of the lives of my readers,
I am the Country Newspaper.

THE CALLING OF CENTRAL
lockland Folks Get Enlightenment As To the System,
Which Everybody Uses.

Col.

McIntyre, New
Commander

England

than 37 years ago. He has served the
Army both in Canada und the United
Visitation week at central tele-1 the exact information. They have States, with exceptional efficiency, his
phone exchange has served to initiate ' statistics for ^verything ^up in the energy, loyalty and nobility of pur'pose carrying him upward in officer....
. ,
-! telephone building on School street,
many persons into the mysteries of I Thp ,argest number of ca,|s re ship until today he has attained the
talking over the wire, as it does to ceived in any one day of the present rank of New England Provincial Com
day wherever civilization has made year was 11,810, and it was one of the mander, with its attendant heavy re
its advances.
To the uninitiated hottest days in July when this talkfest sponsibilities and great demands upon
j happened. How much of it was hot his personal attention. Before com
l air, and how much of It was real bona ing to Boston he spent 22 years in
ing the receiver from the hook and Me conversation is the only thing New York State, and there developed
asking the operator to connect you i not shown by Mrs. Foss’ census his policy of army expansion and
proper housing, which characterizes his
with your party. But this does not j bureau.
Toll calls are dignified by having a notable success in establishing new and
take into account the tremendous mass
special department assigned to them proper corps buildings throughout New
of mechanical detail whioh is involved The average number of toil calls is 250 England, Ho is the father of the
In the serving of Rockland's 2194 sub a duly, and the largest number issued "Mylntyre Sisters," who were famous
scribers nor the task of doing a dozen In any day of the present year was as the doughnut girls In the trenches.
Brigadier William Crawford, general
387.
things at once, which confronts the
An Important ancf necessary per secretary for the NOW England Pro
trained telephone operator.
sonage In the telephone office is the vince, will accompany Col. McIntyre
One frequently hears a subscriber supervisor. She walks back and forth here. Upon him falls a great deal of
say: "Central’s sleeping again,” a re behind the operators, attending to the the responsibility of carrying out the
mark inspired by Impatience over a numerous details and relieving the plans for thc extension of the work
few seconds delay, but those who have operators when the pressure upon In this part of the eastern territory.
seen the busy operators working at the them is greatest. Operators are not The Brigadier has been an officer since
Rockland switchboard this week no allowed to converse with subscribers 1897 und has filled many important
longer marvel because there is an oc as it would greatly interfere with thc positions. Before coming to New Eng
casional delay. Their astonishment is service. Calls accumulate with sur land, he was secretary for the Atlantic
now occasioned by the fact that they prising rapidity.
Coast Province, with headquarters in
sees
are able to get such quick responses
Philadelphia.
Operators have annoyances, as well
when they call central.
Major William Quirk is what can be
not seen anything of the other fugi
The Rockland switchboard makes as subscribers, and probably more of termed a “jolly good fellow," always
tives since he separated from them in provision for 12 operators. Each op them. One comes from the failure of wears a smile. With his "little Joe’’
Rockland on the night of their escape erator sits in a straight back chair. the subscriber to give a number dis as he calls his banjo, ho has no diffiHe has eight more months to serve, On the board are countless small holes, tinctly. You have doubtless had thc
and will then be turned over to numbered In a multiple system, repre experience of calling for a party, and
Penob I ot county, where he Is under senting the telephones of the sub getting a person who hasn’t the re
indictment with the others for break scribers. Each operator is supposed motest idea what you are talking
Ing, entering and larceny of an auto to cover as many of these holes, known about. And of course you said: “Cen
mobile.
as “Jacks," as are within her normal tral's made a mistake." Did it ever
The four persons had outside as reach. Through this multiple all of occur to you that your call had been
sistance in their escape at Belfast, the phones of the city are brought given indistinctly, and that you were
more at fault than “central?" Patrons
and broke jail after sawing the iron under the control of the operator.
When a person after looking up the can well afford to exercise a little care
bars.
desired number, takes the telephone in the matter of distinctness. It’s
receiver off the hook a small light helpful in other ways beside telephon
THE CLEANUP SQUADS
flashes in the exchange room on the ing.
Accuracy, calmness and patience are
More Than 25,000 New Claims of Dis board directly In front of the operator
Each subscriber’s telephone is assign some of the traits especially needed
abled Veterans Have Been Filed
ed to a definite part of the switch by a telephone operator. Good eye
As a result of the drive conducted board and his light will glow only at sight, keen hearing and good health
by "the clean-up squads” of the Vet that part. Above the several lightR generally, are other requisites.
Visitors this week have also found
erans' Bureau, over 25,060 new claims are the holes arranged in the multiple
of disabled veterans have been filed system so that when the light flashes much to interest them in the terminal
This work is being conducted by the operator pushes the plug Into the room on the ground floor. To the
squads operating In each of the 48 hole near the light and finds out what novice It looked like a hopeless mix
ture of wires and electrical gear, quite
States. They are being assisted by number is wanted.
beyond the ken of a Philadelphia law
representatives of the Red Cross and
No matter kvhat local number is yer. The "trouble hunters'" have their
of Col. Forbes, head of the veterans'
bureau under the reorganization,
wanted the operator is able to con abode there, but how they ever get the
see that every disabled World War neot up, for the system »f "Jacks" is so trouble straightened out is a matter
veteran entitled to assistance of any minutely arranged that all numbers which only an expert could compre
•haracter will tecelve It, and receive It are included within the reach of one hend.
Tremendously valuable (property is
promptly, without any red tape.
operator. A11 over the switchboard
At the rate the work is progressing this double system of lights and concentrated in that oorner of the Brigadier William Crawford, General
Secretary
now, It is believed the drive will have Jacks” is arranged so that the opera telephone company’s building and
been finished by the first of the year tor can connect with any subscribers the disastrous effects of a fire would
and practically all worthy claims filed. on the exchange, although she Is as not be readily understood by the pub culty in capturing a crowd, whether tt
signed to answer the calls of only a lie. The destruction of the building be in a building or on a street corner.
SONS OF MAINE CLUB
limited number of subscribers whose would put Rockland back on the piano He began his Salvation Army career
it occupied 40 years ago, for at least in Cleveland, Ohio, In 1894, and sines
lights flash at her section.
then has been constantly engaged In
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:
The reporter’s visit to central office two weeks.
the work. He worked for a time with
* • •
Sons of Maine Club of Somerville. yesterday was timed unconsciously at
In charge of the telephone service the United States army overseas, and
Mass., held its annual harvest supper what is known as the busiest period
Wednesday evening. About 260 were of the day—between 9 and 10 a. m for the district are Edward I. Herbert, was well loved by the boys. He now
Allan C. has an oversight of the Young Poopresent and partook of a real New Ten operators were facing the switch Bangor, district manager;
England supper, such as mother knows board. It could not be seen that any Fitch, Lewiston, district traffic chief; pie’s department of the Salvation Army
how to cook. Home cooking and lots of them were talking, and if It had been James E. McDonald, Bangor, district in New England. Major Quirk was
of it. Colonial jazz band at the supper the King of England who entered In plant chief. The staff of the local very active in the war zone, and car
stead of The Courier-Gazette reporter office—and for efficiency and courtesy ries a bad wound, which was caused by
and for dancing afterwards.
Hon. Charles L. Underhill of Som he would have probably received the, The Courier-Gazette believes it has no a bursting shell.
The local arrangements for the bi®
But superior In the Stats—is made up
erville, representative to Congress for same stony-backed attention.
meeting Tuesday night are in the
this district, spoke briefly, subject, there was a subdued hum of voices thus:
Local manager, Eugene R. Spear; hands of Capt. Eric Smith, command
"Economy.” It was the unanimous fingers were moving nimbly and huh
opinion of every one present that this dreds of oalls were being attended to chief operator, Hazel M. Foss; wire er of tho Rockland Corps.
chief, Victor P. Hall; test man, Fred
was one grand and glorious good time. with mechanical precision.
Adjourned 10.30 p. m„ tired but happy.
Twenty-one operators are employed P. Colson; cashier, Therese C. Smith; YOUR FAVORITE POEM
A. B. Crocker,
at the local exchange of the New Eng commercial representative, Marjorie
First Vice.
land Telephone & Telegraph Co., but G. Sawyer; traffic department em
THE DUMFRIES VOLUNTEERS
they work by shifts so skillfully arrang ployes, Maerice H. Benner, Annie Ed
Does haughty Gaul invasion threat!
Then let the loons beware, sir.
cd that all get the prooper amount of wards, M. Margaret Flanagan, M
Most Ailments
There’s wooden walls upon our seas,
restand recreation. In this connection Josephine Halligan, Hilda M. LevensaAnd volunteers on shore, sir.
The Nlth shall run to Corslncon,
reporter was Interested to observe ler, Gladys M. Pease, Waltie R, Pease,
Due to One Thing the
And Crlffel sink In Solway,
that the company maintains a com Lola M. Smith, Mildred S. Tibbetts,
Ere we permit a foreign foe
modious rest room where the opera Katharyn F. Ulmer, Ruth H. Vinal,
On British ground to rally!
That Is, Impure, Impoverished,
tors, if they wish it, may enjoy music Gertrude H. Warren, Helen A. Welt,
O
let us not. like snarling tykes,
Amanda
H.
Wood,
Dorothy
E.
Wood
Devitalized Blood.
and if the day is uncomfortable for
In wrangling be divided;
traveling may have their meals sent and Nora M. Wright; all-night opera
Till
slap come In an unco loon,
Probably 75 per cent, of tho ail in. Central also has its "hospital tors, Nettie L. Jordan and Blanche L
And wl’ a rung decide It.
ments of the human race are due where first aid can be rendered Pease;
Be Britain still to Britain true.
supervisors,
Adelaide
C.
Among oursels united;
to an abnormal condition of the pending the arrival of a physician
Holmes and Constance H. Fifleld
For never but by British hands
blood,—thin, poor, anemic.
J
Maun British wrangs be righted!
As The Courier-Gazette has already plant department employes, R. M
This fact and tho further fact
told you the busiest period of the day Packard, (foreman), J. E. Ripley, John
The kettle o’ the kirk and state,
Ward,
Alden
F.
Pettee,
F.
J.
McDonald
that Hood’s Sarsaparilla purifies,
is between 9 and 10 a. m„ it being es
Perhaps a clout may fail in’t;
tlmated that 10 per cent of the calls I. C. Cross, A. W. Bowley and E. B
But deil a foreign tinkler loon
enriches and revitalizes the blood,
Shall ever ca’ a nail ln’t.
Smith.
received in 24 hours come during those
by creating a healthy appetite,
Our fathers’ bluld the kettle bought,
60 minutes. The “dull" spell of the
And wha wad dare to spoil it;
aiding digestion, promoting as
By heaven I the sacrilegious dog
day proper is from 2 to 4 p. m.
similation and thereby securing
You Know What You Are Doing.
Shall fuel be to boil it.
How many calls are received in the
in full all the benefits of complete
run of the day?
Really now you
The
wretch that would a tyrant own,
nutrition,
must
impress
the
Other People May Not
And the wretch his true-born brother.
couldn’t guess within a row of apple
thoughtful with the wisdom of
Who
would set the mob aboon the throne.
trees. The reporter asked that ques
May they be damned together!
giving this great medicine a trial.
tlon of Mrs. Foss, the chief operator Tell Them Through an AdvertaoWho will not sing, “God save the King/*
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is greatest
who acted as his guide. She was able
Shall hang as high’s the steeple;
ment In This Paper.
But while we sing, “God save the King,**
merit plus greatest economy, the
to answer in round numbers, but in
We’U ne’er forget the people
most for the money, flet it. .
Jiffy had produced a book which gave
r-Mobert Purm,

Page .Two
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The Courier-Gazette
Roekland, Maine, Oct. 22, 1921.
J’ersonally appeared Frank S. Lvddie, who on
oath declares that he is pressman tn the ufflee
of tho Rockland Publishing Co., and that of
Ihe issue of Tlie Courier-Gazette of Oct. 2".
1921. there was printed a total ol 5.984 copies.
Before me.
FRANK K MILLER,
Notary Public

The average citizen hopes that the
threatened railroad strike may be
averted. The general business of the
country has been dealt in the past
two or three years some staggering
blows, from which it had begun per
ceptibly lo rally. A general tie-up of
freight and passenger traffic at this
time when cheering signs are apparent
till along tli»- line would be in the
highest degree regrettable—and yet,
perhaps the issue may as well be met
now. The owners of the railroads, who
comprise millions of small holders of
bonds and stocks? have had to take
eev/re losses in failure of the roads
to earn dividends. The railroad work
men should stand their proportion of
the general process of deflation. If
they insist upon striking we believe
they will meet a disastrous defeat.
The great public would be entirely out
of sympathy with them.

TONIGHT 7-30

“Bolshevism”

Red

SUNDAY—

Cross

Provides

Friendly

Service of Many Kinds to

10:30—All members of the Masonic Order
Invited to Hear Dr. King.
7:15— Farewell Service.

Army of Disabled.

BULK OF WORK BY CHAPTERS

First Baptist Church

2,397 of These Are Helping ExService Men Obtain Bene

COAST OF DELIGHT

DEEP SEA FISHERIES

fits U. S. Provides.

Modified Reorganization Plan What a Boston Editor Thinks i
of Issuing Bonds Is Peti-^ of This Border Section of!
tioned For.
A petition of the reorganization com
mittee of Deep Sea Fisheries, Inc., foi
t modified reorganization plan of is
suing bonds valued at $2,150,00(1 was
filed in the United States District
ourl, Portland, Thursday. Hearing
>n tlie situation was scheduled before
ludge Clarence Hale on Oct. 31 at 10
o’clock.
The petitioners are Morris Dvuw
Ferris, J. Ard Haughmont. Jabish
Holmes. Elmer King. William M. Win ry, Jr., and Dudley A. Wilson. The
Itange is suggested in the original plan
greed on several weeks ago in ordet
o facilitate the obtaining of capital
i carry on the business, so that in
stead of two bond issues being floated
here- shall be but one, equal in aggre
gate to the other twee.
There are 450,800 share's of stock au
thorized under the < ourt-upproveel plan
and under the- new plan these would
je of a value of $2,150,000. in 10-year
eight per cent, bonds payable .Inly 1
'll. Of this amount, it is suggested
that $1,150,000 be used for reorganiza
tion purposes. The* change has beer
approved by thereorgienization eommite, the American Surety Co., and llieii
ounsel. by the creditors’ committee
nd others interested.

Undoubtedly the responsible labor
'leaders are in a trying position. One
cf them is quoted as saying that “la
bor unions are not organized to reduce
vuges," but are expected to secure
ndvanccs rather than reductions,
l.eaders, however, depend for their
lasting influence upon their ability to
lead wisely and to serve the real inter
ests of their followers, which means
that they must serve the best interests
of the public as well. There Is no
achievement worth while for any class
unless it promotes the welfare of the
entire community. There is a fair
adjustment of relations which serves
every interest best, because it produces
the greatest aggregate result Any
thing short of that yields less to every
participant. This is not mere altruism,
but economic law. Labor has the
IN THE RECOLLECTING VEIN
highest return when there is a full
demand for all of it. and when all the
Recalls Old Meadow Folks and Takes
production forces of society are in full
Whack At "Veritas."
action.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
A committee from the Rockland City
I was much interested in Freeman
Club, consisting of E. S., Levensaler, W. Smtlh’s letter lately printed in
chairman, George B. Wood, Henry B. your paper. Mr. Smith is a real oldXlird and William W. Spear, was in timer, and his memory Is good. As a
Portland Tuesday in conference with hoy I knew several of the people he
(General Manager Douglas concerning mentions. He says he knew my father
the abbreviated train service which and mother, but evidently does not rethe Maine Central Railroad is now giv nienih'r me. Mr. Smith used to live on
ing Rockland. Mr. Douglas freely ad the west side of the Meadows, opiiosite
mitted the justice of the Rockland my uncle, Leland C. Blackinton. and
when I visited there. I often talked
contingent’s arguments—that the pub with him. He had two young daugh
lic is inconvenienced; that business is ters. The elder, Genia, was about my
Jia ndicapped; that mails are delayed, age. She used- to play tlie organ and
etc., etc.—but said that it was a mat sing to me.
Sly uncle and aunt .have both gone
ter of necessary economy, and that over the Great Divide. Od. William
other sections of the State were suffer and a man named Thomas were other
ing in common with Rockland. The neighbors of his. They also are gone.
matter will again be considered by the Further up the road lived my great
Charles Sherer, whose daugh
City Club at a special meeting next uncle,
ter is now the wife of Senator Gardi
Tuesday evening, when business men ner. On the other side of him lived
from neighboring towns will be asked the John and Oliver Robbins fam
to co-operate with whatever further ilies. so that he was practically in the
midst of my relatives.
move will be made.
I have so far been too darn polite
to criticise any of the letters appear
We do not understand that Repub ing
in your paper, but I think now
lican leaders propose the enactment of that the brother, who hides licliind the
nn absolutely prohibitite tariff on im nom-de-plume of Veritas, needs check
portations of foreign goods. Such a ing up. I think, if liP had made more
tariff policy has never been advocated than 19 voyages around Cape Horn,
that he would have said so. I have
by Republican leaders and has never never made so many trips as that
been enunciated in Republican plat but I have been as far as the town
forms. TYhat Republicans do favor is of Hope, and once I went around the
tin import tax that shall represent the Turnpike. But I know from “experi
mental knowledge" that any self-re
difference in cost of production here specting, red-blooded American who
and abroad, thus placing the American would make more than one voyage in
enterpriser on an equality w ith his for a whale-ship should have hls head
eign competitor. When thus placed on examined and a guardian appointed
for him. That is all, except that he
nn equality, the American producer might change his nom-de-plume from
can and will take care of himself. He Veritas to Ananias. It is more approM. M. Brown.
will continue to operate, continue to firiate.
Camden, Oct. 16.
employ American labor and continue
to pay taxes to local, state-and national
TAKE DOWN THE SIGNS
treasuries.

We grow so accustomed to our
blessings that roe find it the easiest
thing in the world to pick flaws iti
them. With what impatience Wl! regard the telephone when it fails to
respond to our immediate and inBistent demands upon it. Tlie re
porter's story told on another page of
(this issue, gives an illuminating glance
Jnto the surprising business done by
the Rockland exchange, and cannot
fail to increase tlie high regard that
everybody ought to feel toward the
bright young women who with such
deftness and unfailing courtesy help
Ms to carry on tlie business of the
community

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

510,000.000 AID
FOR VETERANS

Last Two Days

•_______ THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK______

Every-Other-Day

t

[For The Courier-Gazette]
1 wandered down the roadside,

One field of Red Cross service alone,
that of assisting disabled veterans of
Maine.
tlie World War. entails expenditures
l4.,MMJ,tXK) greater than the segregate
[Boston Transcript,
receipts of the Annual Roll Call el
Dedication of a memorial bridge i t 1920. tlie A merit a n Red Cross an
he Maine city cf Belfast calls at ten- i Bounces in a stntemen' urging a wide
:ion cipewhtic to th- steps no»v in j spread increase In membership at tht
progress and in prospect for the im Annual Roll Call. November 11 to 24
provement ot one of the most remurK- At the present time National Head
• ble of drives in all the world. It Ft - ! quarters and the nation wide chain ol
gins cn the North Shyre of Massa hu- Chapters of the Red Cross is spend
-etts. with its myriad beauties* and In; approximately JTO.nOO.DOO annual
hence follows the beaches, with their ly for the relief of disabled ex-servict
mobstructed outlook ever the broad
Ytiai.tic, to cross New Hampshire and men nnd tbelr families, while the ag
southern Maine, sweep by the placid (regale receipts from last year's Roll
liier waters of island-sentinelled <’as- Call were approximately $8,000,000.
o Bay md reach the Kennebec at
It is In the 2.288 of the 3,000 Red
Bath. From there it extends eastward Cross Chapters which still are helping
past inlet and estuary until it swerves
o the north on the shore of‘Penobscot ■olve the veteran's problem of adjust*
Bay, and spreads before the eye of the Ing himself to a normal civilian status
raveler a prospect of sea and curvin tfcnt the greater part of the cost of this
oast on the one hand and blue-capped service Is boQke. Of the total sum
hills on the other, a scenic panorama
equalled in beauty by few if any coast- speat for veterans' relief last year,
vise regions in our own country or in National Headquarters expended a to
&nds beyopd the seas. And there are tal of more than $2,(100.000. while the
dmilar attractions in the stretches be rerunluiug disbursement of approxi
yond that extend this highway along mately $7,000,000 represents tbe eon
t coast of delight until it reaches
Frenchman's Bay. Obviously the im tribullon of Chapters lit this country
provement t of this drive, hundreds of wide effort to assist the Government
miles in length, is a matter of more In providing tbe aid sorely needed by
;han local concern.
these men and their fnmilies

The bridge at Belfast is a memorial
o the soldiers of Waldo County who
lied in the World War. It is not the
inly bridge of the kind designed in
memory of New England lads. There
s in process of construction the great
bridge at Portsmouth which will serve
o commemorate the valor of boys of
New Hampshire and of Maine. It is
appropriate that the two States and
he Federal Government should unite
n this undertaking. The great struct*
ire linking New Hampshire and Mainl
and the lesser structure at Belfast will
be enduring monuments. It is fitting
hat in these sea-board States there
should lx- such bridges, standing firmly
against the onward sweep of tide and
•urrent, typifying the strength and
mobility of the young men who met
death on foreign fleTds. And it is not
derogatory to their purpose as memoials to point out the value of these
bridges to the living. That value is
enhanced many’ fold by the fact that in
ddition to promoting transportation
for commercial purposes they add to
ihe pleasure and inspiration to be ob
tained from scenic charm and grand
eur.
There are other opportunities for
bridge building along this New Eng
land Shore Drive. The spanning of the
Kennebec at Bath has been seriously
iroposed, and is feasible from an en
gineering standpoint. Whether the
rime will soon come when it may be
brought about, in view of the great
ost it would involve is, of course, an
other question. Such a bridge, pre
sumably to accommodate both high
way and railroad travel, would be a
nighty asset in restoring prosperity to
i section of the Pine Tree State which
has suffered through the passing of
ild-time industries. While the Ken
nebec bridge may be an improvement
ihat will not come soon, the Maine folk
should not defer lesser undertaking
needed to improve their share of this
drive through three States. It is poor
policy to expose the traveler to tht
perils of rough and rocky roads a few
niles from a bridge costing hundreds
of thousands of dollars. No reason«ble effort should be spared to make
the drive alongshore from Boston to
Bar Harbor of uniform excellence.
Maine has made a commendable record
in building modern highways. It is to
be assumed that those along the coast
will receive the attention that their
importance Warrants.

Th- bertfas were all tanned.

I longed to climb the old stone wallBut laws are made by mau.

The fields wen- so inviting.
Tbe wall was low and wide.
I placed my band upon it
And quickly jumped inside

Tell Them Today

My hair arose in sudden fear.
I saw that awful sign
In letters big and black—' Keep out,
Or you will get a fine
With money scarce and flues so high,
Although there's a twinkle in Miller's eje.
Law to the letter must be carried out.
And there’s spies of the T. H. class about

Keen Out —two simple littb- words.
Blit to you and me spill danger;
Take m\ advice, don't venture in.
For Kokcs has a vacant chamber.

\ i

Rockland. Oct

Don’t forget—Remember
to order next Sunday’s Bos
ton Globe in advance from
your newsdealer or news
boy. Tell your neighbors to
be sure to read the Boston
Sunday Globe Magazine.

ll

I".

There will be no uueinploy liien't in
Whoever of one !-• aders is neglect Rockland when we get to w ork upon
ing to read Booth Tarkington’s story, that new High School Building.
now running in each issue, is missing
tlie enjoyment of delicious humor
dealing with boy .uni girl life. Those
familiar with 'Seventeen'’ and “Pen
rod,’’ by the same author, will find him
equally enjoyable in this additional
talc of youthful adventure and am
bMion.

The charge for publishing a Card of Thanki
la 50 cents, cash to accompany the order.
Poetry published with an obituary is charged
for at 10 cents a’line.

3 MATTRESSES I
A COMFORTABLE MATTRESS

The Courier Gazette is to tavor its
leaders with an exceedingly interest
ing sailor yarn, : pur. from the expe
riences ot its tallied contributor. M
M. Brown of Camden. The in t instal
ment will appear in next Tuesday’s
issue.

ASSURES A

COMFORTABLE

REST

F
3

-:

Call to see our large assortment of high grade Mattresses K
at our Reduced Prices

Tilt' Multi'? Press XL ill b' I■',;.|I, seated
at a nieetlng of the Conn" ii<?ut Edit
orial Association in t\a(>.rbujy. Oct
29. by Roland T. Fait. n. ol tin Skewbegun Indnpi-nd'nt l;. |" i,
His, SUbji’ft will bn "Tiling 1 liae.- found lo Ip
lul ill the Count) \\ .. I. I v and Job
Printing Office.” Mi.
i -< .-t-. lury and treasurer of tin .Miiuc Pi .
Association, which oi g laiz.ation j- 1,. .
ing represent'd at tin World's Press
f’Otigress In Honolulu |.\ ji president
Charles II. Fobs of the Houlton Time.
’I hone are both good nn n aid confer
distinction upon the newspapers of the gat
state. Tlie Courier-Gazette's narui
6dvU wi#b«* fi« with them,______

$9,50—$6.95

An Ever Expanding Problem
That the problem of the disabled
service mau Is ever-expanding and
probably will not reach the peak be
fore 1025, Is the assertion of well-in
formed Government officials and that
2,397 Red Cross Chapters regard it
as tbelr most important work is evi
dence that the expansion is In nowise
confined to a particular section but is
on the contrary, nation-wide. At the
end of the fiscal year, June 30. 1921,
there were 26,3(10 disabled service men
In the 1.092 United States Public
Health Service, Contract mid Govern
ment Hospitals and Soldiers Homes,
and that number Is increasing at a
rate of 1.000 a month.
Thousands of these men receiving
medical treatment, compensation and
vocational training from Alte Govern
ment today, started their efforts to
obtain them through the Red Crow
Chapter. The Chapter, acting as the
disabled man’s agent in claims against
the Government. Informs the man as to
the procedure ueecnary to gain for
him that which is provided him by
Federal statute. HU applications for
compensation, medical treatment and
training are properly filed with ihe aid
of the Red Cross Chapter.

Major William Quirk, the Man Who
Can Make a Banjo Talk
"'7PSJU..

LINOLEUMS

LINOLEUMS

A Special Selling at 90c Per Yard
Many are the advantages of having the floor
of your kitchen and pantry linoleum covered.
Firstly it is more sanitary; second, it will con
serve your energy in trying to keep your floors
free from the clinging dust. During the com
ing week we will offer at a special selling, lino
leums of the finest quality, in a wealth of pat
terns and colors, at only 90c per yard. If you
have been planning to cover your floors, don’t
miss our special offering; come in and see our
btg attractive values anyway.

LECTPICAL
WOPk
AUTO ELECTRICAL
EXPERTS
you will find at this shop—
specialists in auto ignition
problems. If you require ad
vice or assistance in this re
spect, call on us and we will
try and help you out. We
understand all ignition sys
tems and will give you an
estimate on any job.
Genuine Delco and Remy
parts. Connecticut Service
Station.

I
I

I

ROCKLAND, MAINE

NOTICE
Beginning MONDAY, OCTO3ER 10, we are going to make •
specialty of Family Washing, with special attractive prices to
suit each family. We have two ways of doing family bundles
—finish and rough dry. In the finish bundle we wash and iron
everything. In the rough dry we wash and iron flat work and
the remainder is just washed and dried.
Give us a trial. Wo will guarantee that the work will suit
and that the prices will be right.

Tel. 661

You Can Talk to'Practically
All the People io the Town
THROUGH THIS PAPER

PEOPLES’ LAUNDRY

Limerock Street

TELEPHONE 170.

TBE TWIN STATE GAS AND ELEtTRIC CO.
PRIOR
Free of

LIEN

7%

CUMULATIVE SHARES *

State, County, Municipal
Federal

Income

and

t

Normal

Tax

Many Forms of Assistance

if there Is delay before the man s
claim Is acted upon, the Red Cross
Chapter lends th® man money To meet
the Imperative needs of himself and
hls dependents
Most vital to the man's gaining full
benefit fryim the Government's care Is
keeping hls mind free from worry about
hls home. Keeping the veteran's fam
lly from hardship of every kind and
Informing him of Its welfare. Is an
other province of the Chapter. Free
from fear on this score, the roan's re
covery and advancement usually is
rapid.
Every month during the last year,
the American Red Cross has given
service of one kind or another to an
average of 129.215 former service men
and thplr families. An Indication of
the extent of the faith reposed In the
Red Cross Chapter Is to bo found In
the fact that there were 356,544 re
quests for friendly aid In the solution
of personal problems.
448 Workers in Hospitals
While the man prior to entering
Government care deals largely w'th the
Chapter, afterward he comes into eon
tact with the service provided by N'a
tlonal Headquarters. There are 445
Red Cross workers In Ihe United
States Public Health Service and con
frail hospitals and other institutions
In which these men are being cared
for. whose duty is to provide for 111*
reerentlon. help him with Ills enmpen
sathm claims, keep him In touch with
hls family; la short, meeting hls every
need outside of that provided by 1h«
Government. While these are a few
of the responsibilities of Ihe National
Organization, they are by no meanall. Among other Red Gross accoro
pllsliments for the year are:
It handled 70,732 allotment and al
lowanee claims.
It delivered through Its Chapter or
gsntxatlon 63,655 allotment checks tr
I veterans who had moved from the ad
dresses furnished to the Burecti o!
War Risk Insurance.
It provided a special fund of IlO.nqt
for rtedieal swlitance to men nndei
Vocational training.
Tl -.Hiide 5*2.495 loans totaling $450,01'’
to ■ ci irking v.r'ittlonol training. ,

Price to

Net

over

T'

7C

THE TWIN STATE GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY
S. D. BARTLETT
Rockland, Maine, Representative

■'

ANNOUNCEMENT
■_

-5

The Rockland Motor Mart, having taken the Rockland
agency for ihe CADILLAC CARS, begs to announce that

they ulill keep in stock the various

mode/s

and be ready io

demonstrate at any time.

'

Dorit iail to see the neiv Model 61.
ROCKLAND MOTOR MART

59 Park Street

Rockland, Me.

I elephone 238

Metal Drums —
No more drying out

$14.50—$9.75

$16.50—$12.50

Best Silk Floss Mattresses. 1001 <
$25.00—$19.50

silk Loss

All mattresses have heavy fancy ticks

I STONINGTON FURNITURE CO., L Marcos |
1

aL~'"

ODD FELLOWS BLOCK

OPPOSITE POSTOFFICE

I?

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

F. W. FARREL CO.,
643 Main St,

_>)■

Dire Penalty ter Medical Failure.
In the days of Babylon the doefot
or surgeon who failed of a cure fre
quently was condemned to have hls
hands cut off by the public executione*.
Why Worry?
Worry, which is nearly always born
In ignorance und burled In repentance,
Is more hurting to man than is the
thing at which lie worries.—Arknoaatv
oa»n«B*A Ctw ________________________

Itarret

Half-Barrel Drum

Quarter-Barrel Drum
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Calk or

im cown

E. B. Ingraham will have two weeks
E
mencing Monday

OUR
GREEN HOUSES

•MIM RCIlHBORHOOi EVEUT*
Oft. 22—Maine ra. Bates, In Lewiston; Bow
doin re. Colby, In Brunswick, championship
games.
Oft 22—(Football)—Rockland High ra. Lin
coln Academy, In Newcastle
Oct. 22 (Football)—Camden High ra. Bucks
port Seminary, In Bucksport.
Oct. 24 (T.M p. m l—Opening of Woman's
Educational Club, Gor. Baxter speaker.
Oct.
26—(Postponement)—Baptist
Men's
League’s monthly meeting and banquet.
Oct. 26—C. A. C. Halloween Ball In Camden
Opera House
Oft. 29—Maine ra. Colby In Waterrllle, cham
pionship game.
Oft. 31—Hallowe'en.
Nor. 2—Lincoln United Baptist Association In
A ppleton.
Nor. 3—Annual ball of N. A. Burpee Hose
Co. in the Arradc.
Nor. 3—Banquet at Thorndike Hqtel by re
gents of Knox Academy of Arts und Sciences.
Nor. 5—Bowdoin re. Maine, In Orono, ebamploeshlp game
Ndr. 9-10—The Chapin Claka or the Unlrersallat church will present "Springtime ”
Nor. 7-13—Home Town Paper Week—subeertbe for The Courier-Gazette.
Nor. 11—Armistice and Disarmament Day In
Maine.
Nor. 12—Limerock Valley Pomona Grange
meets with Wesaaweskeag Grange. South Thom
aston.
Nor. 16—Meeting of,Gen Knox Chapter of
Rose Croix.
Nor. 30—Unlreraallst fair,
lief. 7-8—-Methodist Fair.

Tne Rockland High school football
team did not lack supporters when it
went to Newcastle this forenoon. The
eleven will work hard to win, and
thus show its appreciation of the school
pirit this fall.
___
•
Gov. Baxter was unable to attend this
week's conference in Boston, which is
considering the pending railroad crisis,
appointed from well known Maine
men to represent the State, and they
afe at the meeting today. The repre
sentatives are: Hon. William T. Cobh,
Rockland; Hon. Percy R. Todd, Ban
gor;
Hon. Edward W. Wheeler,
Brunswick;
lion. Charles S. Hiehhorn, Augusta.

Cut Carnations, und some in
(tots for you lo “grow on” all
winter.

Our specialties this week are
wonderful pink CHRYSAN
THEMUMS
and
potted
“mums” in variety just ready
to blossom. If you wish to
make home beautiful or to
"remember" your friends—
don’t think for hours—just
"Say it with Flowers.”

The lucky investment of a Camden
man, while in Portland this week, is
being reported. John P. Leach bought
Portsmouth automobile stock, ac
cording to the story, and it paid him
in immediate dividend of $7X0. Well,
John, we smoke on occasions.

The ladles of the Methodist church
have their annual harvest dinner In the
vestry next Wednesday.

Mrs. Josie Curtis, who has been at
tracting considerable attention the
past week in the role of soldierette.
fell out of step on Park street Wed
nesday night and was taken to the
barracks on Spring street. Sir Walter
Raleigh, the courtier, might have con
doned her fall from grace hut Sir
Walter Butler, the recorder, followed
the street path of duty, and fined her
$10 and costs, which was un item not
contemplated in the original schedule
of her honeymon expenses.

John IL Koster has returned from
Portland, where he attended the Sealer
of Weights and Measures Convention.
The frame, for the W. IL Glover Co.'s
new steam mill on Tillson avenue has
arrived and wbi k has begun in earnest.

The Woman's Educational Club will
open for the season at 7.30 sharp next
Monday evening, in the Methodist ves
try. Every member is urged to attend.

A representative from the John B.
Rogers Producing Company' will ar
rive Monday to take charge of the re
hearsals for the production, “Spring
time," to.be given under the auspices
of the i.'hlversalist church.
-■
i—
The regular meeting Of the Woman's
Auxiliary to Winslow-Holbrook Post
will be held next Wednesday evening.
The important work in hand cannot be
successfully accomplished with the
presence, pf a limited number of mem
bers? Action must be taken regarding
members who are ill.
Charles A. Heckbert, who has been
in Hull, England, the past year train
ing for the trans-Atlantic trip in the
ill-fated dirigible ZR-2, sailed Oct 13
front Liverpool In the steamship Trin
ity It is expected that he will arrive
In Rockland about the last of next
week.

A telegram was received here yes
terday announcing the death in New
York of Erastus Melville Shaw of
Rockland, following a short illness.
The refrains will arrive in this city
this nfttWt.'tlnd funeral services will be
held (MUg. the residence. 43 Park street,
Sunday afternoon at 2.30. The de
ceased was a retired preacher and past
rotnmander of Edwin Libby Post.
Obltuxry ntehtion is deferred to a later
Issue. The remains will be accompa
nied by members of the family.
Dr. Si lid red Tuttle, who has been
praoMsing osteopathy in Nova Scotia
the past three years, has decided to
locate In her home city and for the
present will have an office at the home
of her mother, Mrs. Elonia Tuttle, near
the corner of Limerock street and
Broadway. Dr. Tuttle is a graduate
of the American School of Osteopathy
in\ Kirksville. Mo., and has met with
marked success in her practice, as she
will doubtless continue to do in Rock
land.
Robert Wlnsor, C. M. Brewer and
Joseph Remlck of Boston, 11. W
llnke of Torrington, Conn., nnd E. E.
Page of New York, directors of the
Rockland & Rockport Lime Corpora
tion, were in the city yesterday, at
tending a meeting of the board and
making a thorough inspection of the
plant. The new plant at the. Northend
was the recipient of their special at
tention, and they were gratified to find
that it is rapidly rounding into shape
for capacity production.

H. M. SILSBY, Florist

Capt. George E, Horton and W. Raynond Stewart of the American Rail
way Express Co. returned from Port
land, where they attended the Grand
Lodge and Grand Encampment, 1. O.
). F., of Maine, and report n fine sesdon.

Rehearsals; for "Springtime" will be
gin Tn*tne Universalist vestry next
Monday evening at 7.30.
All who
have principal parts are asked to
be present, including children. The
groups then desired are Wedding
Guests, May Day Guests, Futurist
group, Mardi Gras, Maids of Honor,
Bridesmaids, Servants, Best Men,
Show Girls and Society group.
The first fall meeting of the Woman’s
Auxiliary* of Knox Hospital will be
held at the nurses home, Maple street,
next Tuesday at 2 p. m.
Flight birds are on and these are
busy days with sportsmen. I’artridge
are not very plentiful, hut woodcock
are much In evidence, "1 saw this
week one of the greatest sights of my
life,’’ says a local sportsman, "a flight
of woodcock on the ground, so numer
ous that it seemed unbelievable. Only
once before in my life have I seen such
a sight and that was forty years ago."

A good start toward roller polo in
Rockland was mads Thursday night
when A. 8. Black, owner of the Ar
cade. held a conference with Twilight
league representatives and other local
sportsmen who were hls dinner guests
ut the Thorndike Hotel. Organization
was effected, with John W. Thomas of
the Thomas Sporting Goods Co., as
president, A. C. McLoon vice president
John M. Richardson secretary and
treasurer. W. I. Ayer, Luke S. Davis,
Supt. Blodgett, Israel Snow, Jr., and
F. A. Winsjow were designated as a
committee to obtain the names of pro
spective players for what tviil prob
ably be a four-club amateur league
This notice is a call for volunteers,
With the request that names be handed
in before Monday night, when the com
mittee Is to huve another meeting. Mr,
Black is to furnish the necessary
equipment, a suitable prize, and a ban
qiiet at the close of the season.
The
Arcade will also be at the disposal of
the players ott afternoons when not
used for roller skating. Rockland will
also be represented by a local team
.Which will play teams from Portland
ttnd other cities. Basketball is tn hav
an equal share in the winter festivl
ties, but the season does not begin un
til Thanksgiving.

All Columbia Records 50c at Stud
ley’s—headquarters
for
Brunswick
Phonographs and Records.
126lf

Subject At His Meeting In
the Baptist Church.

Ms
i Come In and
Look them Over

ALL ARE 6000 TRADES
2—90 Overlands
1— 85 Overland

2— 1916 Dorts
I —Cadillac
I — 1921 Chevrolet
2—Baby Grand Chevrolets
1—Saxon, new paint
I—Ford Touring, '921
I—*-Ford Touring, 1914
I—Ford Touring, 1915
1— Reo Sedan

TRUCKS
2- ton Truck in good con
dition
I—Reo, 1920
I —Chevrolet
1—Ford
Every type of

253 Camden St., Rockland

Capt. Charles Carver nnd Capt.
eorge E. Horton have returned from
gunning and fishing trip at Ilard.vooil Island in Bluehill Bay. Judging
E. H. Dickey has gone to Waterville,
iy the number they brought home we
where he will be employed by the City hink the coots will he pretty scarce in
Job Print.
hat vicinity the balance of the seaion.
Austin Poland has gone to Lincoln
ville, where he will be employed during
The. steam trawler Plover, owned
the winter.
•
by the Deep Seas Fisheries, Inc., is
scheduled to start today for the GeorThe N. A. Burpee Hose Co. will have ;es Banks, after the first large fare
their annual ball in the Arcade this if fish which will have been brought to
year. The date is Nov. 3.
this port since the East Coast went
into receivers' hands. The trawler will
Knox Lodge of Odd Fellows will have re commanded by Capt. Christopher
work on the third degree Monday night. lohnson and will carry 26 men, all told,
Refreshments.
lohn Wentworth of Rockport is mate
tnd Frank Radley is chief engineer. It
Members of Aurora and Rockland s understood that the company will
lodges, F. and A. %L, will meet at Ma also operate the trawlers Sheldrake
sonic Temple, Sunday at 9.30, to attend and Medric. all of which sounds real
the First Baptist church in a body and good.
hear Dr. York A. King.
The. diminished train service on the
The Holman Day special production, Maine Central Railroad is undoubtedly
'The Rider of the King Log," will be keeping much business away from
shown at Empire Theatre next Mon Rockland, but it doesn’t seem to have
day and Tuesday, together with a Hol affected the patronage of of the
man Day two-reeier, "Wings of the county’s hotel nt the rear of the Court
Border," a Maine water power story, in House. Manager Rokes reported 19
which Gov, Baxter plays an important guests yesterday. Some, who are
serving a sentence for painting the
ole; and a Harold Lloyd comedy.
town red, are now engaged in decorat
Harry ("Jeff") Mealey, who has been ing the interior of the Jail with more
making a post-season visit at his old subdued colors. A bit later Mr. Rokes
Rockland home, left Thursday night will start his class in calisthenics, hav
for Boston. Although he was in the ing laid in the nesessary supply of
overseas service and bravely faced the axes and saws. There are two female
lerman hordes, Jeff has never quite
Rockland patrons who depend upon
overcome his timidity of the sea, and
was only too glad to share his state the Central Maine for their electric
room with one of his basketball back- current, scanned the azure skies yes
rs, Charlie Merritt by name. A radio terday and wondered what in the name
message received announced that he of Mike had caused the power to go
iff. And so did the patrolmen who
eached Boston safely this morning.
have charge of the cross-country line
which brings this power to Rockland.
The solution to the mystery was found
it Weeks Mills, where some boys who
had found bird hunting dull amused
themselves by shooting the glass in
sulators from the tops of the poles.
The result was the burning off of two
high tension wires nnd a general vio—AT—
,-ition of the commandmnt which has
to do with profanity. The Central
METHODIST CHURCH
Maine Power Co. is gunning for the
runners, who, If apprehended, will he
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 26 made
to understand that it is close
lime on Insulators the year nround.
DINNER SERVED FROM 11 TO 1
The power was off 25 minutes as the
result of their ltussedness.
Price 50 Cents
boarders.
126-127

Our prices are reasonable

HARVEST
DINNER

Quality Goes ClearStroygi
—and—

’■Th

4

on the floor to show

1921 FORD SEDAN

DAYS
SALE
GROCERY WAGONS
Prices cut to $135 for

Quick Sale

»•' HORSES
Bargains in

REAL ESTATE
Agent for U. S. TIRES

G. M. Simmons
23 Tillson Avenue
Telephone 4-W.

EMPIRE THEATRE

SATURDAY NIGHT

The management has made special
arrangements for the Holman Day
production. "The Rider of the King
Log.” and it will ba shown at this
theatre next Monday and Tusday
Those who have read the hook know
it is a succession of thrills from cover
to cover. The program will also in
clude a Holman Day two-reeler
"Wings of the Border,” in which Gov
Baxter plays a prominent part; and
a Lloyd comedy. This special show
will he at popular prices.—adv.

OCTOBER 22

HAVENER'S HALL
STACY’S SAXOPHONE

BANJO ORCHESTRA
Dancing 8 to 1-2
Gents, 55c; Ladies, 30c.

DANCE
TEMPLE HALL
MONDAY NIGHT, OCTOBER 24
-MUSIC BY—

MARSTON’S SIX PIECE
JAZZ ORCHESTRA
USUAL PRICES

DANCING 8:30 TO 11:30.

DANCE ARCADE DANCE
SATURDAY EVENING,

OCT. 22

Dancing 8 to 12. Gents, 50c; Ladies, 25c. Plus Tax.
CARS AFTER THE DANCE

MARSTON’S
GOOD CROWDS

MUSIC
GOOD TIMES

The Roekland Hardware Co. is mak
ing preparation for the Monitor Stove
Co.'s ‘'Calorie” expert, who comes
Wednesday to demonstrate the won
derful pipeless furnace. Mr. Hew will
remain during the week to assist Mr
Blaisdell, and customers will no doubt
be interested in his demonstrations.
The Roekland Hardware Cn, has al
ready placed several of these heating
plants In the city.—adv.

DIED
Kiff—Los Angeles, Kept. 24, Martin H Kiff.
a native of Belfast, aged 82 years.
Leland—St. Davids I’enn., Oet. 19, Reuben
E Leland, a native of Rockport, aged about
73 years. Interment in Camden.
Shaw- New York, (let 21, Erastus .Melville
Shaw of Roekland, aged 79 years, 7 days.
Funeral services at l.nnily residence on l’ark
street, Sunday at 2 3(1 p. tn
Anthony—Vinalhaven. Oet If, Levi Anthony
Aged 73 years, .3 months, 14 days.
Harrington—Rockland. Oct. 19, Cora B Har
rington. formerly o! Warren, aged 12 years
1 month. 8 days Funeral services were held
Friday from 274 Old County Rd.
Burkett—Thomaston. Oct. 22. Olivia (Spear)
wile of William Burkett, aged 45 years,
months. Funeral priiate; please omit How

•ra.

I 11 I I III I Nil If 111 ILIM^

NOVEMBER RECORDS

The special meetings nt the First
Baptist church are of increasing in
terest as they reach the closing days.
Last night Dr. King gave advice to J
fathers nnd mothers that they will |
never forget. It was "family night" i
nd a good crowd was present, includ
ing many "pas," “mas” and "kids."
When the speaker asked the fathers and
mothers to rise, and they all stood
proud of their honor. Then the grand
parents nnd the great-grandmothers.
One family had four generations. There
wpre wholesome smiles on every face
nd the audience was in a happy
frame. There were tense moments
when Dr. King shot home pointed
shafts of truth.
The boy or girl who has never
heard his father or mother pray has
not had a fair chance,” he declnred.
He made a Rtrong plea for Christian
homes.
"The Christian home Is the most sa- i
red institution on this planet,” he as
serted.
In graphic manner he pictured the
influence of the family altar, now
sadly in decline, and the power of n
onsistent Christlari father’s fife. Then
he turned his subject to the “heavenly
home," illustrating the text of John
14:1-3 with the story of a young man j
he met on an ocean voyage who was
oming to build a bungalow here on
New England hillside, then was to
return to Wales to get his bride.
“What!” asked Dr. King of him.
will you cross the Atlantic in the
winter storms to get your bride so far
away?"
'I’d go 'round the world for that
girl,” wns the reply.
So Christ is preparing n. dwellingplace for His Bride, was the lesson the
speaker drew.
Finally Dr. King
touched upon the church as the third
home—our church home.
As a cold business proposition," he
urged," your churches are the best as
set to Roekland. If every church In
this city should hA burned to the
ground, and there should be no place
here for the worship of God for a peri
od of 25 years.
All the respect
able people who could get away would
move out »f town the first year. All
the thugs, hums. I. W. W's. and unde
sirables would begin to move into
town. Now, you do not avail your
self of the opportunity of going to
church, but you like to feel that the
church is here in the community. You
want to live In a city where your famly and your business will have the
tdvantage of the influence of the
hurch. You ought to have a church
home and give It your presence and
support," he declared.
Tonight the public is anxious to hear
what Dr. King will have to say about
'Bolshevism, Its Cause and Cure.”
The subject is of present interest and
none ought to miss this opportunity of
getting better Informed on the matter.
Sunday will be Dr. King's last day.
The members of the Masonic bodies
will attend the morning service nt
10.30 by special Invitation. Dr. King
will deliver his closing address at 7.15
on “Christ and the Crowd."

—OF—

Never Change,
gome men are like phonograph*—
every day they roll off exactly the
—ma record*.—Boeton Transcript

DANCE

—ffiru/nawick
—
H

Dr. King Speaks On a Striking

The Rebekahs will pictiic at Mr. Babock’s cottage, Glencove, next Wednes
day, if tne day is pleasant. Members
will plense take howls, cups and spoons.

are full of lovely things just
now—things you want:
Parsley for your kitchen win
dow box, Ferns, Fuchsias, Be
gonias, Pom-poms for your
parlor boxes.

George Wheeler picked a handful ot
cultivated strawberries^! the Joseph
Brazier' premises, Broadway, yesterday
morning and thoughtfully handed 'em
to The Courier-Gazette.

ONIGHT, 'BOLSHEVISM”

WITH THE CHURCHES
First Church of Christ, Scientists,
Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday
morning service at 11 o'clock. Sub
ject of sermort lesson, "Probation after
Death."
e e e •
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and
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will

they

RIGHT

correct
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tastes

"The average Italian child of 6 has a better un
derstanding of music than our High School
graduate"—statement of a noted educator.

Phonograph music, as a part of education in the home, is now
widely advocated—a system of learning by listening. But true
tones and correct interpretations are imperative.

Greatest musicians, critics and educators, both in Europe and
America, have chosen The Brunswick for their own homes. A
circumstance which speaks for itself.

A demonstration, at which you will not he urged to buy, will
convince you. The Brunswick Phonograph plays all makes of
records. And Brunswick records can be played on any phono
graph. Hear, then judge for yourself.
•
Brunswick Records can be played on any phonograph

V.

STUDLEY

F.

238 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
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THEATRE •

»EMPIRE

TODAY: HARRY CAREY in “WEST IS WEST”
Episode No. 8: “THE KING OF THE CIRCUS”
NEXT WEEK: "DON’T NEGLECT YOUR WIFE” and
"WANTED AT HEADQUARTERS"

At the Congregational church tomorow morning Mr. Rounds will preach
on the subject "The Common Life."
The church school will meet at noon.
The public is invited.
• • • •
St. Peter's ehurch (Episcopal). Sun- j
day services at 7.30, 10.30 and 12.15.
The evening service Is in Thomaston, |
not in Rockland. Tho parish notices
are printed on the first page.
• • • •
Rev. E. W. Webber will occupy the
Universalist pulpit Sunday at 10.30 In
the absence of the pastor. Choir selec
tions, “O Lord, How Manifold Are Thy
Works," Clare; “Be Still, Be Still,,"
Scott; contralto solo, “Come Unto
Me,” Colven, Miss Gladys Jones. Sun
day school at noon. The Woman's So
ciety will meet with Mrs. Gurdy Wed
nesday afternoon to sew.
e e • •

Pastor Stuart will preach from the
text, “Hallowed Be Thy Name," at Lit
tlefield Memorial Free Baptist church
Sunday at 10.30. The choir will sing
the anthem "Will You Meet Me There?"
Bible school will convene at 12 with
classes for all ages. Y. P. S. C. E. at
6.15; preaching at 7.15, subject, "God’s
Answer to Every Question."
Mrs.
Gregory and Mrs. Smith will sing "The
Shepherd of Love.” The public is in
vited to all these services.
• • • •
The children’s service Sunday at the
Pratt Memorial M. E. church will be a
continuation of the exercises that have
afforded the young people so much
pleasure, Bible stories will be told
by the young folks and the pastor will
try to name the character described.
The morning sermon will be on the
topic "Our Possessions in Christ," fol
lowed by Sunday school at 11.45. In'
the evening the Epworth League meet
ing will be led by Leroy Chatto, be
ginning promptly at 6.30. The topic!
will Ire "Two Things We Know Ahout ’
God.” The topic for the evening ser
mon will be "Knowing God." The ser
vice will be evangelistic, with plenty of 1
singing. All are invited to share in
these services.

batteries
Willard

Batteries,

of

standard

Willard quality, may be had for
your Ford car—and at a price

you’d expect

to

pay for a lot

/ess value!

E. 0. PHILBROOK & SON

632-4 Main Street

Rockland, Maine

e • e •

Sunday at the First Baptist ehurch
will be the last day of the special
meetings. Dr. King will speak In the
morning on “Christian Character."
Members of the Masonic bodies will
attend by special invitation. In the
evening Dr, King will give hls farewell'
message on "Christ and the Crowd.!' f
There will be special music at all the
services. Sunday school at 11.45, when
all will watch the airships move for
ward. Christian Endeavor at 5.45 will
he led by Misses Helen I-each and
Helen Gregory, the topic, "What We
Know Ahout God." A program of ape- i
clal Interest has been prepared. Tues- 1
day night the prayer service will be
at 7 o’tfiock. At 7.45 Col. McIntyre of
the Salvation Army will speak at u
union service In the auditorium. The
Men’s League Wednesday ut 6.30. Oct.
31 to Nov. 6 will be social visitation
week in this church.

RESOLUTIONS
Resolved, Thin In tbe death of Brother Lind
ley Murray Staple*. Fond-du-Lac Chapter, So.
147, Order or tbe Eastern Star, of Washington,
loses a member whose interest and attendance
never failed ulille health remained, and while
we aa a body regret our loss, we ran but feel
it Is his gain;
Resolved, Tbit we extend our sympathy to
tlie family; that a copy of these resolutions
CARD OF THANKS
be spread on our records: that a copy lie sent
We wish to express out appreciation to all !
to the son, also a ropy aent The Rockland
Courier-Gazette for publication, and lhat our who furnished entertainment or helped In any I
Charier be dra|ied for thirty days
way to make the meeting of New KngLiud
Edltli A Orerloek, Augusta (reamer, Harry Branch In our cite so successful
Kahrmunii, Committee uu Resolutions.
Women's Foreign Missionary Society. ,

WHEN DOLLARS
GO TO WORK
for you at the Rockland National >
Bank they earn a satisfactory rate
of interest—and you know they are safe and
at your command. Why not give them this
good opportunity
4\ Interest Paid on Savings Accounts

The Rockland NationalBank
Rockland, Maine

gffl

JlllllIBhfr1 MEMBER FEDERAL FESfFyf SYSTEM

S
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Every-Other-Day

away and burg it somewheres Geo.
stated regret and claimed nothing but
an accident which could not be helped
and not bis team that did the dam

ed with applausive hilarity; where
ODD FELLOW GAINS
WEST ROCKPORT
upon Herbert, rather surprised at his
own effectiveness, naturally repeated
The Primary end Grammar schools I
Shown By All Branches This will
his mot.
give a Hallowe’en entertainment I
DR. J. C. HILL
age.
“Say not so, Florence!
3ay not
Year—Part Which Knox In the Grammar school room Oct. 25. ; Rvaid.nc. and Office, 266 Main St-Mt
All are cordially invited.
so! Say not so!”
"Miss Colfield teacher of the 7 A
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Brown and six Office Hourai
County Played.
Rockland, Me,
"I’ll tell you one thing!” his lady
children and Mr. and Mrs. Milton
at Sumner School was reported on the cousin cried, thoroughly Infuriated.
10.
to
11
A.
M.i
1
to
2
P.
M.i
to P. M,
Brown and Willard Halford ps chauf
sick list We hope she will 3000 be "I wlfti to make just one last simple
Maine Odd Fellows have had their feur, motored from Haverhill. Mass.. _____________________________ 124-tf
well.
remark thaj I would tare to soil my innings this week, when the Grand Re Saturday and were weekend guests of I
H. V. TWEED1E, ML D.
self with In your respects. Mister Her bekah Assembly, the Grand Encamp Mrs. William Brown and their mother.
“There were several deaths In the
bert llllngsworth Atwater and Mister ment and Grand Ixidge held their an Mrs. A. C. Haskell.
Diseases of the Eye;
city this week.
Mrs Howard o( Bath, who has been j
Henry Rooter!”
nual sessions in Portland.
Refractions, Etc.
the
guest
of
Mi
s
Nellie
Lamson
for
i
“Oh, say not so, Florence 1” they
“MR. Fairchild father of Patty
Lucy A. Barton of Pittsfield was several days, left Thursday for Cam- |
407 MAIN STREET
both entreated.
"Say not sol
Say elected president of the Rebekah As den and will bt» the guest of Mrs. Anna I
H«n: I to 12 A. M.: I to I P. N.
Fairchild was on the sick list several
not so!"
4e.ld.uM, 21 Fultoa Street. Tel. Mi-A
sembly which no.v has 145 lodges In Clark.
days and did not go to his office but
OIRee lei,ghee, 49S-W.
“I’ll Just simply state the simple the State, and which has made a net
George Martin of Thomaston visited '
is out now.
truth," Florence announced. “In the increase of 1433 members during the relatives in town recently.
Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
xjpyriqHt. 1921- by ik Bell Syndicate, Inc.
Schools will close Oct. 23 for the
year. The total receipts were $35,972.
"Ben Krlso the cHauffeur of the first place you’re goin' to live to see
Dr. Harold J. Toward of Waterville remainder of the week on account of t
comprehend what she had set before
“
the
day
when
you'll
come
and
beg
me
Osteopathic Physician
Mr. It. G. Atwater family washes their
succeeded to the office of grand patri Teachers' Convention.
him.
car on Monday. In using the hose he on your bented knees to have me put arch in the Grand Encampment, which
Mr. and Mrs. Wentworth and Mr. M SCHOOL STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
"Has she written your mother late
turned water over the fence accident poems or anything I want to on your has also had a busy year with a gain end Mrs. Shady and daughter of Rock- |
Heart
9.00
A.
M.
to
4:00 P. M.
PART ONE.
ly?” he asked.
Evenln,, by Aeeointmtet
ly and hit Lonnie the was WOman ole newspaper, but I’ll Just laugh at of 1147 members. Winfield S. Richards land, Harry Brown and family of Cam- !
Florence's expression denoted a
Telephoto 323.
1-tf
you! ‘Indeed?’ I'll say! ’So you of Camden was appointed district dep den, Clinton Young and Mrs. Dross of '
Proud possessor of a printing press, and
equipment, the gift of Uncle Joseph to
mental condition slightly disturbed. In back of MRS. Bruffs who called come beggln' around me, do you? Ha, uty grand patriarch for the encamp Rockville, Miss Luella Ring, Ethel ]
his nephew, Herbert llllngsworth Atwa
“It’s goin' to lie him some low names. Ben told her If ha I’ I'll say—‘I guess It’s a little too ments in Knox County. Judge Reuel Hart, Arlene Sawyer and Jennie Lud
DR. C. D. NORTH
ter, Jr., aged thirteen, the fortunate "No,” she said.
youth, with his chum, Henry Rooter,
Robinson of Camden was made a vig of Warren were callers at the
printed in the North End Daily Ori she hail been a man he would strike late for that! Why I wouldn’t—’"
about the same age, begins the publica
Physician
andX -Ray Operatoi
tier
but
soon
the
dlstrubance
was
at
tion of a full-fledged newspaper, the North ole."
“Oh, say not so, Florence! Say not member of the committee on Memori home Mr. and Mrs. William Brown and [
an end. There Is a good deal more of
OFFICE- IS Beeeb StnpL ROCKLANB
als and Judge Frank B. Miller of Rock family Sunday.
End Dally Oriole. Herbert’s small cousin,
"What?”
so!"
Florence Atwater, being barred from
OFFICE HOURS: Uettl 0 a. a.
land will serve on the committee
“My poem. It’s about a vast amen other news which will be printed In
any kind of participation in the enter
" 'Me allow you to have one of my known as State of the Order.
1:3b It 3:00 aad 7;0C to OiM 0. a.
our next NO.”
prise, on account of her intense and nat
—anyhow that’s prob’ly the best thing
poems?’ I’ll say, ‘Much less than that!’
TELEPHONE 713
M-tf
The Grand Lodge chose as its new
ural feminine desire to "boss," Is frankly
in it, I guess—and they're goin' to
annoyed, and not at all backward In sav
I’ll say, ’because even If I was wear grand master W. S. Lewis of Houlton.
A Mustard and Turpentine Ointment
ing so. However, a poem she has writ
have it tomorrow, or else they'll have
ing the oldest shoes I got In the world W. C. Miller of Augusta, who is well
Advertisements A Poems
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D,
ten is accepted for Insertion in the Oriole,
to settle with me; that's ore thing
known in Knox County, was elected for Congestion, Aches, Pains and In
» Cent* Each Up.
I wouldn’t take the trouble to4-’ ”
on a strictly commercial basis—cash in
saw: YINAL BLOCK. THOMASTON
flammation.
At
-all
Druggists.
Price
advance.
The poem suffers somewhat
certain! I'll bring one over to your
Her conclusion was drowned out grand warden. Among those who re 26c, to any address.
from the inexperience of the youthful
OMw Hour,: I to 3 aad 7 to 0 I*. M.
ceived
the
Grand
Lodge
degrees
were
house
and
leave
it
at
the
door
for
publishers In the "art preservative." Her
“Oh, Florence, say not so! Say not
PRIEST DRUG CO.. Bangor. Me.
W. Raymond Stewart, George E. Hor
itMldww belli I A. M. aad by AMMatatM
not altogether unreasonable demand for
you. Mr. Dill.”
JOSEPH K. ATWATER A CO.
so,
Florence!
Say
not
so!
”
republication of the masterpiece, with its
TELEPHONES: Rttldeatc, «M| OMw, 140.
ton and Woodbury L. Richards of
127 South low* St,
beauty unmarred, are scorned, and the
Noble had but a confused notion
The hateful entreaty still murmured Knox Lodge, and Maurice Hahn, Dan
It-tf
Steam 1’uuipa.
break between Miss Atwater and the
of what she thus generally promised.
in her resentful (sirs that night, as iel R. Yates and William H. Perkins
publishers of the Oriole widens.
The Sunday following the first appear
However, he said, "Thank you,” and
she fell asleep; and she passed Into of the Warren lodge. Alexander Fuller
DAVIS & STURM
ance of the Oriole. Florence's particular
nodded vaguely.
the beginnings of a dream with her of Union was appointed district deputy
Be Better Looking—Take
THE ORGAN STEP
chum, Patty Fairchild, pays her a visit.
Chiropractors
grand
master
for
District
No.
15,
com

They are joined, despite Miss Atwater's
“Of course, I don't know as it’s so
lips slightly dimpling the surface of
By Florence Atwater.
Olive Tablets
openly expressed disapproval, by Master
Palmer School Graduate,
prising the lodges of Union, Round
awful
good,
”
Florence
admitted
insin

her
pillow
in
belated
repartee.
And
Herbert Atwater and Henry Rooter. Not
Odganstep waw eated at hie organ upon waking, though it was Sunday, Pond, Waldoboro, Appleton and War
400 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MAINS
at all disconcerted by the coolness of
cerely. “The family all seem to think The In
If .your skin is yellow—complexion
a
ren; while Luke S. Davis of Rockland
tlielr reception, the visitors and Miss
Hours: 2 to 5 I*. M Dally;
pallid—tongue coated—appetite poor—
it’s something pretty much ; but I don’t In some beautiful words of vagle and brlr her first words, half slumbrous in the is appointed district deputy for the
Fairchild indulge in a series of innocent
6.30 to 7.30 Munday, Wednesday and Saturday
you have a bad taste in your mouth—
Bunday games. Among them is one called
know if it is or not. Really, 1 don't!"
But ho was a grEat organstep and silence of the morning, were, “Vile Rockland, Yinalhaven, Camden and
TELEPHONE CONNECTION
lM-tf
"Truth." the feature of which Is a con
a lazy, no-good feeling—you should
always
things!” Her faculties became more Tenant’s Harbor lodges. The commit
“No," said Noble, still confused. “1
tract to write a question and answer,
take Olive Tablets.
When the Boll Is weary
both to be kept a profound secret. The
alert, during the preparation of a tee appointments for the Grand Lodge
suppose not.”
And the mind Is dreaiy,
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets—a sub
Drs. T. L. & Ruth McBeatb
agreement Is duly carried out
“I'm half way through another one I would like to be an organstep seated toilet which was to serve not only for include Judge Reuel Robinson on Ap
stitute for calomel—were prepared by
Inclining emphatically to participate In
all day at
a:g game with her cousin and Henry
breakfast, but with the addition of peals and Odd Fellow Memorial, and
Osteopathic Physicians
I think myself’ll be a good deal better.
Dr. Edwards after 17 years of study.
Whether my 6stpr8m lght be Talrchelbt gloves, a hat, and a blue velvet coat, Judge Frank B. Miller on Judiciary,
Rooter, Florence is piqued by Miss Fair
Dr.Edwards’OliveTabletsareapurely
I’m not goin' as fast with it as I did
M
UNION STREET. ROCKLAND. MAINE
child’s open desertion to the enemy, her
or Mor
Incorporations and Rebekah Lodges.
vegetab'.ecompound mixed witholiveoil.
erstwhile bosom friend apparently enjoy
with the other one, and I expect It’ll be
I would play music like a vast amen for church and Sunday school as well;
HOURS: 0:00 A. M. TO 4:00 P. 'M.
Obituaries of Past Grand Patriarch
ing herself immensely in the company of
You
will
know
them
by
their
olive
color.
The way It sounds In a church of new and she planned a hundred ven
quite a ways ahead of this one." She
EVENINGS A SUNDAYS BY APPOINTMENT
the visitors and leaving with them.
To have a clear, pink skin, bright eyes,
Subscribe NOW 25 cents Adv. A geances. That Is to say, her mind John M. Ward and Past Grand Master
again employed the deprecatory little
TELEPHONE ISO
1-tf
Albro E. Chase, prepared by Judge
Poetry 20 cents up. Atwater A Rooter.
no pimples, a feeling of buoyancy like
did
not
occupy
Itself
with
plots
pos

laugh. “I don't know lwiw I do it,
Newspaper Building X cents per year.
Robinson, and read by Grand Patri
childhood days you must get at the cause.
(Continued)
sibly to make real; rather it dabbled arch Samuel Adams were hailed as
Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets act on
’1 guess not," said Florence. “Mr. myself. The family all think it's sort
B. H. KELLER, M. D.
among those fragmentary visions that masterly tributes.
the liver and bowels like calomel—yet
Such, as Is sometimes said, was the
Dill, there was a question I thought of funny; I don't know how I do It
The number of Odd Fellow lodges in
love to overlap and displace one an
have no dangerous after effects.
myself
;
but
that's
the
way
it
is.
They
;
first
Issue,
complete,
of
the
North
End
I'd ask you—it's kind of a funny ques
75 MAIN STREET, THOMASTON
They start the bile and overcome con
all say if they could do it they're sure Daily Oriole. Florence was not Im other in the shifty retina of the mind's Maine is the same as last year, 155;
tion for me to—”
tnd the total membership is 29,144.
stipation. Take one or two nightly and
OMw Heure—Until I a. m.; I to 3; 7 to I a a.
eye.
they'd
know
how
they
did
it;
but
1
1
mediately critical of some distortions
"Are you sure nobody’s heard from
The year’s disbursements amounted
note the pleasing results. Millions of
Telephone 141-3
But in all of these pictures, where
to $39,662.
your Aunt Julia today?" Noble in guess they're wrong. I presume li of meaning in the body of her poem,
boxes are sold annually at 15c and 30c.
3-tf
in prevailingly she seemed some sort
you
can
do
it.
why
it
just
comes
to
i
c
’
e
partly
to
Atwater
&
Rooter's
nat

sisted.
of
deathly
powerful
Queen
of
Poetry,
you?
Don't
you
presume
that's
the
<
ural lack of experience in a new and
“I guess they haven’t. Mr. Dill, I
DR. LAWRY
uay it Is, Mr. Dill?”
exacting trade; partly to their enviable the postures assumed by the figures of
was goin’ to ask you—”
"I—guess so.” They had reached unconsciousness of any necessity for Messrs. Atwater and Rooter (both
“It’s strange,” he murmured.
“I
l> Oat Strew
In au extremity of rags) were miser
MSLRS:
RSCZLASft, MS.
don’t see how people can enjoy visits his gate, and he stopped. "You’re sure proofreading; and somewhat to their
ably suppliant. So she soothed her
UeJl two a. a.
that long. I should think they’d get none of your family have heard any haste In getting through the final, and
least Interesting stage of their under self a little—but not long. Herbert in
anxious about what might happen at thing today?” he asked anxiously.
I to 4 0. a.; 7 to 0 3. M.
TELEPHONE 171
“From Aunt Julia? I don't think taking, Florence’s poem being, in fact, the next pew in church, and Heury in
ho’me.”
so far as the printers were concerned, tlie next beyond that, were perfect
"Oh, grandpa’s all right; he says lie they have.”
EMERYB. HOWARD, D.D.S.
compositions in smugness. They were
kind of likes to have the house nice
He sighed, and opened the gate. ' mere hack work and anti-climax.
cold, contented, aristocratic; and had
and quite to himself; and anyway “Weil, good evening. Florence."
And ns they later declared, under
an imperturbable understanding be
| DENTIST
Aunt Julia enjoys visiting," Florence
‘Good evening.” Her eyes followed fire, anybody that could make out
assured him; "Aunt Fanny saw a him wistfully as he passed within the more than three words in five of her tween themselves—quite perceptible
newspaper from one of the places inclosure; then she turned and walked ; ole handwriting was welcome to do to tlie sensitive Florence—that she
407 Main St., Rockland, Me.
where Aunt Julia’s visiting her school quickly toward her own home; but at It. Besides, what did It matter if a was a nuisance now capably disposed
room-mate, that had her picture in it tlie corner of the next fence she called little bit was left out at the end of of by their beautiful discovery of “Say
and called her ‘the famous Northern over her shoulder, "I'll leave it with one or two of the lines? They couldn’t not so!” Florence's feelings were un
DR. F. S. POWERS
Beauty;’ it was down South some your mother for you, if you're not be expected to run the lines out over becoming to the place and occasion.
But
at
four
o'clock
that
afternoon
Dentist
where. Well, Mr. Dill, I was just say home when I bring it.”
their margin, could they? And they
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THERE WAS REASONfor manufacturing PRIEST’S INDIGESTION
POWDER; a little slip comes around every sample package of

Priest’s Indigestion Powder
1

that is well worth your reading. Here is what it is:

KNOX PROBATE COURT

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Eastern Standard Time

October Term—Adelbert L.
Miles, Judge; Henry H.
Payson, Register.

Trains Leave Rockland for
xvugusta, A§7.00 a. in.. t7.30 a. ni.. tl.45 p ra.
Bangor. A|7.(K) a. in . t7.3O a m . |1 -45 p in.
Bath. A§7.00 a. m . t7.30 a in., tl.45 p in..

A§4.30p.m.

.

Boston . A§7.00 a. in.. !7.30a.m. tl.lop.m
Brunswick. A §7.00a ni . f7.30 <:. iu.. tl.45 p.m.
Lewiiton. A §7.00 a. m . |7.30 a. in . tl.45P- m
New York. tl.45 p. in.
Pottland. A§7.00 a. m . t7.3O a. m . tl 45 p m
Waterville. A|7 00a in t7 30 a. m . tl.45 p in.
Woolwich, 17.03a.m. t? 30 a. m . tl-4»p in.
§1.30 p. in.
t Daily, except Sunday
§ Sunday only.
A Passengers provide own ferriage between Wool
wich and Bath.
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Black, Dudley Perry, Herbert Spear
a drenching rain. All roads were im Also there will be a duet by Mrs. Nel
Torrey are
having their houses
to Camden Friday.
Judicial Court, next to be held at Rockland,
and Gertrude Blackington.
passable
for
the
stage
which
is
the
lie Ward and Mrs. Amy Miller. All are
The class of ’22 V. H. S. are holding tate filed for notice: Estate William within and for said County of Knox, ou the
painted.
• * #
asked to tarry, to the Sunday School. weekly sales of sandwiches and candy Borneman, Orchard S. Borneman second Tuesday of January, A. D. 1922.
Philip Crockett and family were here aule mtans of travel. z
In Grade 7C the Reds are eight
* * * *
Leland F Hawkins, of St. George, in said
There will be special exercises. Mrs. at the recess hour. A large sum has Admr.
calling on friends Sunday.
County of Knox, respectfully represents and
points ahead in the arithmetic contest
Unable to witness the suffering of Winchenbach of Friendship will spak already been netted. The class officer
Mr. and Mrs. Levi Knight and Mrs.
gives this Honorable Court to be informed that
Petitions
for
license
to
sell
person

ne Blues lead the spelling contest by
lie is tlie lawful husband of Margaret V Haw
D. W. Torrey attended the Sunday her Invalid husband, an ex-service to the school. We are anxious to make are as follow’s:
President, Thelma
eight points.
now or formerly of Everett, in the Coun
School Convention at Stonington man, Mrs. Madelyn Taylor, living in a gain of 400 per cent over last May. Mullen; vice president. Marguerite al estate filed and granted: Estate kins,
• • •
of Middlesex and Commonwealth of Massa-,
the country near Little Rock, Ark,, Help us win out. In the evening a Young, treasurer, Edythe Libby; sec Alvah F. Burton, Edward C. Payson ty
Thursday.
chusetts,
hut whose exact whereabouts at the
Elizabeth Annis, who entered Grade
time of signing this libel are unknown to your
Lester Gray was in Ellsworth at published in newspapers an offer to very fine concert will be given. The retary, Doris Nichols.
Admr. with the will annexed.
7C this fall from the Sunset school
said
libellant;
that he was lawfully married
sell
herself
Into
servitude
to
get
hos

children
will
be
a
benediction
to
one
tending court last Friday.
Pleasant River Grange held its reg Admr. with the will annexed: Es to said Margaret
V. Hawkins, whose maiden
earned the largest number of credits
American and all. There will also be special ular meeting Wednesday evening.
CapL and Mrs. I. G. Barbour re pital treatment for him.
name
was
Margaret
V. Green, at said ltockIn the room last month and has been
tate
Sarah
E.
Robinson,
Rodney
I.
Legion
Posts
of
Little
Rock
Immedi

music
by
the
choir.
Selections
by
H.
I land .on tlie fourth day of June, A D. 1920.
turned from New York Inst Thursday
The subject of the lesson sermon
transferred to Grade 7B.
by
Rev.
Willard
L.
l
’
ratt,
an ordained minister
ately
brought
Taylor
to
a
hospital
Heisted,
Mrs.
Amy
Miller,
Mrs.
Nellie
Thompson
Admr.
with
the
will
an

for a short stay
Sunday at the Christian Science ser
of tlie gospel, duly authorized to solemnize
King Annis lias recently bought a and ordered treatment for him. They Ward and Miss Edna McGregor. Come vice will be “Probation after Death.”
nexed.
marriages
in
said
state;
that
they never coJohn Flanagan, Jr., has been ap
and help make It a Red Letter Day.
will foot the bills.
and lived together as husband and
horse of Stonington parties.
Thursday evening Atlantic Roya
Petition for guardian filed: Estate ii.ibiicd
pointed marshal for Grade 7C.
*
•
•
•
•
wife
from
the
date
of
their
marriage
up to the
Services at the Baptist church Sun Arch Chapter was Inspected by Dis
Mrs. Bessie McKay, F. II. Annis’
of tiiis libel, though your said libellant,
To make former doughboys feel at day at 10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m. Morn trict Deputy High Priest John V George T. Foss, naming Lewis C. date
daughter, of Boston, has recently been
who
was
at
the
time
of
said
marriage
employed
The roll of honor for Grade 7C is the
at Long Cove, in said town of St Ge rge,
operated on for appendicitis. At pres home, unique plans were laid for the ing sermon by the pastor, Rev. Andrew Tucker of Sanford. A banquet W’as Foss Gdn.
longest for the term and contains the
offered
to
provide
a
good
and
sufficient
Nebraska state convention of the Young, subject, "A Ready Witness;” served at the close of the ceremonies
ent she is getting along finely.
Petition for confirmation of trus for her with him, in said St. George, huthome
his
following names: Ruth Ludwig, Mau
Miss Edith Damon is stopping with American Legion at Fremont, Mili Sunday School at noon. Christian En
Levi
Anthony
aged
73
years,
died
at
tee filed for notice: Estate Margaret said wife refused to live with him in said St.
rice Frye, Lucy Ferrero, Lenard Cous
George and left the state; that your said libel
Mrs. Moore at the Lynmore and at tary police were stationed about the deavor at 6.30 p. m. Gospel service in his home Monday after an illness of
ins, Annie Cayton, Mariana Wilson
city that the soldiers might have the the evening, subject: “The Story of about two years. Deceased was the Ulmer late of Rockland, naming lant has always conducted himself towards his
tending High school.
said wife as a faithful, true and affectionate
Arlene Chaples, Nicholas D’Anrello,
pleasure of blithely disregarding the Redemption." Prayer meeting Thurs son of Mr. and Mrs. John Anthony Charles S., Robbins Trustee.
Rev.
Mr.
Jennings
was
a
guest
of
husband, but that said Margaret V. Hawkins,
Kenneth Overlook, Fred Wotton, John
unmindful of her marriage covenants and vows,
Mr. and Mrs. S. S. Foster Wednesday. red arm bands of one time authority. day evening at 7.30.
Accounts
allowed:
Estate
Hamlin
and
was
a
highly
respected
citizen
Flanagan, Edith
Sprague, Leland
There is a place for you in the Bap and well liked by a large circle of Calph, first and final, R. R. Suke- has been guilty of cruel and abusive treatment
Mr. and Mrs King Annis spent the Officers in Sam Brown belts and
Blackington,
Laurence Richardson
towards your said libellant and has been guilty
shiny puttees were conspicuous but tist Sunday School Sunday at 12. The friends. He was a member of Moses
of the crime of adultery with divers persons to
Alma Bewail, Ruth Mealy, Harvey day with Mr and Mrs. Herbert Black
privates passed them by, cigarette in members are trying to keep the at Webster Lodge and Atlantic Royal forth Admr.; Estate James P. Arm- your libellant known and unknown; that the
last Sunday.
Richards. Nelson Searls, Ruth Koster,
tendance above 100 for the next four Aroh Chapter. He was employed for brust, first and final, S. May Arm- present residence of Margaret V. Hawkins is
Hinnie Johnson, Albert Hallowell, and
known to your said libellant, und cannot
Sundays. Come and help "The school several years by the Bodwell Granite brust and C. S. Roberts Trustees; not
be ascertained by reasonable diligence; that
Neil Karl. These names stand for
that does things.” We will give you Company. Besides his wife he is sur Estate William It. Keith, second, there is no collusion between your libellant and
good attendance, self-government and
tlie said Margaret V. Hawkins to procure a
a. hearty welcome.
vived by a son and daughter. Se
Frank B. Hills Trustee; Estate Mary divorce
good effort.
vices were held Wednesday at the
• • •
Wherefore he prays that the bonds of mat
Elsie Hiils, first and final, Frank B. rimony
now existing between him and his said
home. Rev. Charles H. B. Seliger of
ST. GEORGE
Mrs. George Phillips, Mrs. Fred Rob
wife may he dissolved by divorce and that such
Hills
Exr.;
Estate
Jeremiah
F.
Mc

ficiating.
Masonic rites were per
bins and Mrs. George Clark are to
further orders and decrees may he made as
seem just and right to this Honorable
serve as judges in the "wood and coal
Mrs. James Dempster has been visit formed by members of Moses Web Carty, second and final, Frank B. may
ART-CRAFT TILE DESIGN
Court.
debate" to be given by Grade 8A Fri
ing friends at Clark Island the past ster Lodge F. & A. M. There were Hills Exr.; Estate Jane P. Webb,
LELAND F HAWKINS.
beautiful floral offerings. Interment first and final, Charlotte S. Howard
day, Oct. 21.
Rockland, Maine, October 20, 1921.
week.
was
made
at
Bay
View
’
cemetery.
The
Mrs. Jack True of Portland was a
Exx.
STATE OF MAINE
McLain School extends a hearty
guest of her aunt, Mrs. J A. Gilchrest bearers being brother Masons.
OF KNOX, 88
Accounts filed and allowed: Es COUNTY
vote of thanks to Miss Bartlett, city
Subscribed and sworn to this twentieth day
Thursday.
tate Arthur T. Heal, final, Reuel of October. 1921.
We Wonder
librarian, for the gift of several fine
Several from hero attended the roll
Before ine,
sets of pictures. These pictures will
A sufferer '.’e liver elos’ .0 a rail Robinson Gdn.; Estate E. Adelia
call of the 1. O. O. F. at Tenant's Har
FRANK H INGRAHAM.
be of real value in carrying on the
bor Tuesday night.
Justice of the Peeace.
road in the sut-••‘is wjoi, ij>e
Bower, first, Chas. C. Wood Trus
work in geography.
Mr. and Mrs. E. T. Hall and Mr. and lng to the rnilr-.--i
eomp’ii'n- tee; Estate Hattie R. Watts, first
STATE OF MAINE
• • •
Mrs. George Barnes motored to Wal Ing about lee
(L.8 )
irj;de ■>* n swlp-h
The following pupils of Grades 2 and
doboro last Sunday and visited Mrs. engine: "Gcntlcinri’—Whj b. it that and final, J. Walter Strout Exr.; KNOX, 88.
3 McLain have had perfect arithmetic
Estate Hester A. Thurston, first and Clerk’s Office, Supreme Judicial Court, In Vaca
Byron Mills.
your switch engine has to C.rg and
tion.
papers for two weeks: Madeline Cof
Mrs. Jennie Hall and grandson
final, Minnie L. Tenney Admx.
Rockland. October 20, A. D 1921
dong
and
fizz
nnd
spit
.
’
lid
I
••
and
fey, Bertha Knight, Dick Knowlton,
Upon the foregoing Libel, Ordered, That the
Ralph Douglas Kendall of Washington,
Accounts filed for notice: Estate Libellant give notice to said Margaret V. llawVirginia Proctor. Wilbur Connon,
D. C., who have been spending the hiss and pant nnd grate ;.rd c: .11 and
Mary E. Watt8, first and final, Adel- ^ins, to appear before our Supreme Judicial
Henry Benson, Nelson Rokeg, David
summer in Friendship, are guests of puff and bump and ding‘<a>1 hoot and . .
~
n
Court, to be holden at Rockland, within and
Cole, Graham Hills, Antoinette La
Mrs. E. T. Hall a few days before re toot nnd whistle and wheeze ami Jar bert Williamson Exr. Estate Ben- for the County of Knox, on the second Tueschance, Frank Leighton and Marion
iamin V
Swapf
firat
nnrl
final
qtplla
of January,
D 1922,
publishing
an
nnd howl and snarl anil puff and gtowl jamin
turning to their home.
v. &weet, nrst ana nnai, btena atte8le(l
copy of A said
Llbe, byand
thla order
Anderson.
Mr. and Mrs. Smith of Aroostook nnd thump und boom and clash mid S. Sweet Admx.; Estate Caroline M. thereon, three weeks successively In the Cou
• • •
rier-Gazette, a newspajier printed in Rockland,
one of the potato men of that county Jolt and screech nnd snort nnd snarl
Barrett, first and final, Wm. Pierre in our County of Kncx. and In the Malden
Anna Richardson is.the new class
who raised 1900 barrels this season and Slain nnd throb and roar and rat
Barrett Admr.; Estate Francis A. | Evcniitfi News, a newspaper printed in Malden,
marshal for Grade 8B McLain.
were weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. tle and yell nnd smoke ami smell and
in tlie County of Middlesex and Common
• • •
Washburn, first and final, Wm. G. | wealth of Massachusetts, tlie last publication
Frank Kerswell.
shriek like hell all night long?"—Bos ur.Dst,...«
.
._i,u
...tii
1
in
each newspaper to he thirty days at least
The puplb of Grade 8B are getting
Wallace Brown keeper of the U. S.
Washburn Atimr., with Will annexed, ; prior to said second Tuesday of January, 1822,
their essays and posters ready for the
Coast Guard at llesford is home for a ton Globe.
Estate M. F. Taylor, final, Walter i,hal ’,,e ma}' ,here and lllen in our "“l<l ‘"urt
contest with Grade 8A.
few days.
apitear and show cause, if any she have, whv
• • •
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
H. Butler Admr.; Estate Harriet L. the prayer of said Libellant should not he
Mrs. Ella Robinson and son Henry.
Grade 8B McLain is making a study
Pendleton, first and final, Chas. C. Brun,ed
albert m spear
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Kinney and Miss
District of Maine
of the poets. Eugene Field was the
H. W. Watts were in Burkettviiie Sun David W Harris, et al, Complainants, against Wood Admr.; Estate Franklin P. !
Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court
East
Coast
Fisheries
Company,
Defendant,
_
...
,
_
A
true
copy
of
tile
Libel and Order of Court
first to be studied, followed by James
day guests of Mrs. Wilford Robinson.
ET out the old hammer and saw. Prices
in Equity. No. 809.
Shepherd, first, Chas. C. Wood Trus-1 thereon.
Whitcomb Riley. This week stories
D. A. Hathorne and son Alex, David W. Harris, et al, Complainants, against
miltox m ghiffin._ ckrk.
on building materials are down—way down.
and poems from Kipling will be read
East Coast Fisheries Products Company, De tee; Estate Sarah M. Black, first andjAtte,t:
Charles Kalloch and Albert Thomas
fendant, in Equity. No 810
and a short sketch of the author's life
final,
Frank
B.
Miller
Admr
d.
b.
n.
]
■
----------------------------------------------------------were
in
Appleton
Sunday.
We're glad. So are you.
On petition cf Morris Douw Ferris, J. Ard
written by each member of the class.
Huughwout, Jabish Holmes, Elmer King. Wil c. t. a.; Estate Milton M. Spar, first
"L’Envoi" will be learned.
'.lam M. Wherry, Jr and Dudley A. Wilson, and final, Evie E. Overlock Exx.; :
Come
on
in.
Let
us
surprise
you
with
our
figure#
MT. PLEASANT VALLEY verified October 19th, 1921, It is
• • •
ORDERED, That a hearing be held at. the Estate Margaret Ulmer, first
and
for your requirements and especially on Bird’s ArtFriday afternoon each pupil of Grade
Court House, Portland, Maine, on Oc
Cora Bell, the 12-year old daughter Federal
SB McLain will give a two-minute talk
tober 3lst, 1921, at 10 o’clock in the fore final, Charles S. Robbins Exr.; Es
Craft Roof, red or green slate surface, tile design.
of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest P. Harrington, noon of said day, at which hearing the report
on "Why South America is a valuable
tate James A. Creamer, first and1
died Tuesday night as the result of a of the said petitioners as the Reorganization
OU can’t do your best when
neighbor to us." Forfeits are in order
Art-Craft is probably the best buy on the market
Committee will he received, and all parties to final, Orrin W. Creamer Admr.; Es
.serious
injury
received
when
kicked
your back ana every muscle
for inability to talk the required two
this cause, and all other parties in Interest
tate
Moses
Webster,
Frederick
S.
j
by
her
saddle
horse
Sunday
afternoon.
today. It’s durable, fire-safe and mighty attracti”e.
are required to show cause why :
aches with fatigue.
minutes.
1 The said report of the Reorganization Walls Trustee; Estate Thomas Dwy
• • •
The child, who had been living with
Apply Sloan’s Liniment freely, vtthSAVES money on first cost, the cost of laying;
and its acts done in pursuance of
hr cousin, Arthur Clark, for the past Committee
out rubbing, and enjoy a penetrative
Grade 6 Melvin has chosen the slo
Uie Plan of Reorganization, submitted to this er, second and final, Matthew Laugh
six
years,
was
of
an
unusually
loving
and the cost of labor. The ideal roofing, right ovei
Court in connection with the hid and approved lin Admr.; Estate Hattie M. Hodg-j glow of warmth and comfort.
gan “Let’s Pull Together.” On the
disposition and was very fond of an in substance by the decree of this court en
board appear the names of the pupils
Good for rheumatism, neuralgia,
the
old
wooden
shingles or on new buildings.
herein on August 17, 1921, should not man, first and final, Walter D. An-1
Imals. She will be sadly missed by tered
whom the class decided are 100% in
sprains and strains, aches and pains,
he a pproved;
friends
and
playmates.
Funeral
serv

2. Why the said Plan of Reorganization drews Admr.; Estate Reuben T. Car
effort, spirit and co-operation,
sciatica, sore muscles, stiff joints and
We know Art-Craft and we back it to the limit.
« • •
ices were held Friduy at 2 p. m., from should not be modified by consolidating the ver, first and final. Edward G. and \ the after effects of weather exposure.
two
bond
issues
proposed
in
said
plan
into
the home of her great aunt, Mrs. O. A one bond issue, all of equal security to an amount
Let’s do business together.
Albion Wiley, Harold Watt and Lew
For forty years pain's enemy. Ask
Reuben C. Carver Exrs.; Estate Mary I
Jackson, Old County Road, Rockland. not exceeding the aggregate of the said two
is Phillips have had the best papers in
your neighbor. Keep Sloan's handy.
Interment was in Bay View cemetery. bond issues, and by eliminating the provision Murray, first and final, Nicholas T.
arithmetic and language of Grade 2
BIRD & SON. be. (Establiahed 1785) Eirt WalpoU,
by which the holders of General Mortgage Murray, Exr.; Estate Frank L. St-j
At all druggists—35c, 70c, $1.40.
Crescent. In spelling and reading con
Bonds could call them on July 1, 1922;
W. H. GLOVER CO.
test the leaders for the past two weeks
3 Tlie form of bond and mortgage, and the Clair, final, George L. StClair Gdn.1
form of Voting Trust Agreement and Voting
are Kenneth Cousins, Linwood AylInventories filed: Estate Alvah F. I
Trust Certificate,' and the contract between the
Rockland, Maine
ward, Ruth Teel, Israel Snow, Nettle
Reorganization Committee, and Deep Sea Fish Burton, $3007.69;
Estate Aldana j
Richardson, Rae Richardson, Norman
eries, Inc., copies of all of which are attached
to the said petition, should not be approved C. Mehan, $4580.74; Estate Alex
Barbour.
and au’lior zed ; a.id
f
R0UGHLT FINISHED
4. For such other and further relief as may ander G. Gillis, $3608; Estate Earl
be
just
and
equitable
and
proper.
or smoothly polished—just as you preC. Perry, $40; Estate Fannie
M. !
All kinds of 5 alking
ROCKLAND
And be it tui.licf ORDERED, That notice of
fei--»vo can complete the
said hearing shall be given by serving a copy Smart, $2551.99; Estate Isaac
A. '
Machines Repaired
Austria’s Sal* Monopoly.
of this order and of said |H-titii»n, With the Post. $280; Estato William O. Vinal.'
LOAN AND BUILDING
MONUMENT OR HEADSTONE
The Austrian monopoly on salt
documents
thereto
attached,
upon
an
attorney
MUSICIANS’ SUPPLIES
of
record for etch party appearing liciaiii, $6298; Estate Nellie S. Clifford! mined nil the salt Industries for a
you order of ns. Let us submit de
ASSOCIATION
personally or by mall, and by publish
Violins Made and Repaired either
signs that will look particularly well
ing a copy of this order in the Portland Daily (Trustee) $1425; Estate Hester A., period of 14fi years. There are no
Press, a newspaper published in Portland, Thurston. $253.57; Estate Charles data up to the time of the partitionc WFLT
main st,
—HAS PAID—
on your lot and give you our estimates.
UPSTAIRS
Maine, and iu the Courier-Gazette, a newsYour preference will be considered
pa per published in Rockland, Maine, on or Lewis Smith, $15511.92; Estate Wil- ’ng of Poland, but It can safely be
ROCKLAND, MAINS
before the 24th day of October, 1921.
and we will try to satisfy you in every
liam F. Norcross.
$8380;
Estate
‘hat the saltmines of Galicia .upBy the Court,
particular.
■ F t t
pHe<l about 100.000 tons of salt yearly,
GKO. C WHEELER.
8INCE 1907
Abbie
A.
Winslow,
$380.33;
A. C MOORE
s
ate
wle
||
P(.zk> Hbo,„ 24,000 tons and
C H
Clerk.
Oct 20. 1921.
Sharts in th« 69th Series now on sals
Ella P. Pillsbury. $2885;
Estate Bochnla n.OOO ton*. There were no
FRED S. MARCH •K?M".?SKL
L 8
PIANO TUNER
COME IN AND TALK IT OVER
Lewis O. Studley, $5190.52; Estate other salt mines In Poland In the yeat
A true ropy of order:
Tks New Monumastal WanrMiM
•J’*4»~ 'M* > >»///«• • Gm »/////»'•
ATTEST:
GEO. C. WHEELER,
Samuel P. Brown, $770.
, 1772.—Baltimore American.
__
Park St, Cor. Brick.
Rockland, Ho.
Clerk.
125-8
Office 407 Main Street

The pupils of Grade 6 Purchase ex
tend thanks to Miss Smith for a copy
of “Hawhu. the Hopi Indian Boy,” for
their library.
* * *
The following children had perfect ]
attendance In Grade 2 Purchase ,for
first month: Dorethy Blake, Emma
Butts, Emma Brann, Flora Colson, j
Helen Delano, Harold Doak, Frances
Dyer, Netta Gattl, Elizabeth Grlifln,
Mary Escorsia, Violet Harrington,
Katherine Hastings, Edward Huntley.
Sidney Kirkpatrick, Joan Moulaison,
Angelo Escorsia, Alden Post, William
Ripley, IJllian Simmons, Dorothy
Stairs, Doris White.
• • •
Business letters have formed part
of the language work in Grade 6 Pur
chase the past week. The best ones
were written by John McInnis, Helen
Moulaison. Marion Bodman, Iajttie
Walters,. Dona Id Haskell, Myrtle Boyn
ton.
• • •
The arithmetic graph on the board
of the Grade 4 Purchase, showing the
A's 24 points ahead of the B’s on Oct.
3, now shows the A’s only 10 points
ahead. Look out, A's!
• • •
The Grade 1 Purchase are displaying
on their room door the best attendance
banner for the second consecutive
week.
• • •
The Purchase street teaching staff
—ill be 100% represented at the coming
State Teachers’ Convention to be held
in Portland October 27-28.
* • *
The arithmetic race in the Grade 5
Tyler is still on. The Reds have a
■core of 6826, the Blues 8685.
• * •
Grade 3 Tyler show an Interest In
their work in community civics. They
have been discussing public service
performed by Individuals who assist
us in getting food.
• • •
Oct. 12 Grade 6 Tyler made a poster
illustrating the landing of Columbus.
The pupils appeared to take much
pleasure in this work and became ac
quainted with many facts of history
relating to the event.
• • •
Grade 1 Tyler celebrated Columbus
Day by reciting a poem and making a
■and table scene illustrating Columbus'
voyage. They entertained as guests
Grades 2 and 6.

By Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vege
table Compound, Restoring
Mrs. Benz to Health

For fifteen years I worked to obtain a preparation that would relieve me from
Nervous Indigestion and Its accompanying Sour Stomach, Palpitation of the Heart,
Glassy Fatulence, Belching of Wind, Sick Headache, Dizziness and Pains in the Right
Side resembling appendicitis, caused by Mai-assimilation of food.
This powder is the result of my endeavors, known on the market at Priest’s Indi
gestion Powders. Try this sample. If it helps you get a 50c or 81.50 bottle from your
nearest druggist or send direct to me and I will send it parcel post paid to any address
in U. S.
H. K. PRIEST, Ph. G.
The best results may be obtained by taking one teaspoonful of the powder in half
a glass of hot water before going to bed and before breakfast in the morning. Before
taking a trip by Boat or Train, take a dose of Priest's Indigestion Powder and enjoy the
ride free from car sickness and sea sickness.

Uss PRIESTS HE8I1LAT0RS- «n Ideal lenic Uialin

BIRD’S ROOFS

Prices Are Down
Spirits Are Up

G

USE SLOAN’S TO
EASE LAME BACKS
Y

AGENT

FOR

EDISON DIAMOND AMBEROLA
PHONOGRAPH and REGOROS

5/2% DIVIDENDS

S.

vst-bl,

Sloa
s
LinimenffcS
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Twelve little girls and boys helped Sanford B. Comery Becomes
Itiehard Woodcock celebrated his third
birthday Thursday afternoon at his
Principal of a Massachusetts
home on Main street. A birthday cake
High School.
and all the goodies that make a suc
cessful children's party were served.
The little guests brought many
News of Sanford Burton Comery’s
appointment as principal of the Bel
pretty gifts and all had a jolly time.
A rummage sale will be held in the mont. (Mass.) High School, has been
vestry of the Congregational church received with much pride and wellOct. 29 from 9 a. m. to 9 p. m. for the wishes by his many friends and ac
benefit for the Knox County Public quaintances in Thomaston. Ills steady
Health Association.
The proceeds progress in life has been brought
will be used to purchase scales for about by earnest endeavor—in other
the physical examination of the school words he is a self-made man. Having
children of Knox Co. Please bring worked his way through college und
clothing, etc. to the vestry Friday endured its accompanying hard times,
afternoon Oct 28. If not possible to he has at last attained the goal of
do so Miss Alice George or Miss Mar ambition to become a teacher.
Mr.
Comery was educated in the schdols of
garet Jordan will call for them.
Mrs. I.uke Davis and Miss Allda Thomaston, graduating from the High
Ifyler returned Thursday from a few School in the class of 1909. lie then
entered Bowdoin College, where ho,
days trip to Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Ireland of New specialized in the sciences, graduating
York arrived in town Thursday and In 1913. llis first appointment was to
have opened their home on' Knox the High School in Newport, N. IL,
where he taught science. This position
street.
The remains of Mrs. Olive Morton he held for three years, when he ac
Jjwry wife of the late Ca.pt. Fred cepted a call to become submaster at
I,avrry of this town were brought here Belmont High, from which position he
Monday from her late home in lias now been promoted.
Waverly, Mass, and buried In the
Principal Comery Is the son of the
late Harvey 8. Comery. His mother,
family lot.
Mrs. George Potter of South Wey Dora B. Comery, is still living in
mouth arrived in town Thursday for a Thomaston. In 1918 he was married
Fiiort visit with her parents, Mr. and to Miss Lillian Chaffee of Belmont,
and they have one son, Franklin. Mr.
Mrs. C. A. Clark.
Fred Lowell lias returned from Comery is a member of Knox Lodge.
Quincy where he has been employed. I. O. O. F.. of Rockland, and of the
Miss Phyllis Burkett arrives from VVhverly, (Mass.) Masonic Lodge.
Philadelphia Thursday.
g. E. Smith and Fred Hinckley
CAMDEN
motored to Boston the Ilrst of the
we-k returning today.
Charles Walker,'Jr., of Cliftondale.
There will be a meeting of the Gar
Mass., came Thursday with the re
den Club on Tuesday afternoon at
mains of his father.
Funeral services for the late Almon 2.30 at the home of Mrs. Dudley Tal
Davis will be held at 2 o'clock at his bot. A demonstration talk on “Bulbs"
homoe today. The body will he taken by II. Heistad, a florist in Rockport,
will be the principal feature of the
to Bangor for burial.
Harry Stewart of Boston Is visiting meeting and there will be on exhibition
at the home of his mother, Mrs. Mar and for sale a quantity of desirous
varieties of these prized garden plants.
garet Stewart.
The regular meeting of Seaside
Don't forget the High School social
Oct. 24 in the Baptist vestry at 7.30 for Chapter, O. E. S. takes place on Mon
Inspection Thursday
the benefit of the senior class. Ad day evening.
mission 15c. Home made candy will "vening an account of which will be
he on sale ami an enjoyable time is given later.
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Lightfoot of
promised to all. Come and help the
llyannisport, Mass.,' and Miss ituth
c enlors.
Mr. and Mrs. Levi B. Gilchrest are Bird of Spokane, Wash., are visiting
on a motor trip to Quebec and Mon Mr. and Mrs. C. E. McIntyre.
Mrs. Fannie Ingraham is the guest of
treal with Lawrence Dunn at the
wheel. Mr. and Mrs. Gilchrest are her sister. Mrs. M. R. Millay.
Miss Grace Drake has been spend
celebrating the 25th anniversary' of
ing a few days in Hope.
their wedding.
Miss Augusta Talbot left this week
Mrs. Alpheus Jones returned Thurs
day from u two week’s visit with for Massachusetts where she will
pend the winter
friends in Lynn and Framingham.
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Gill are guests
Evensong and prayer at St. John's
Episopal church Sunday evening at 7 of their sons, Robert Gill and William
111 and of their daughter, Mrs. F. G
o'clock. Sermon by the rector, Rev.
weeks.
A. E. Scott.
Miss Lena Ames and Miss Vivian
Regular services at the Methodist
assens are enjoying a two week's
church next Sunday. Preaching ser
vice at I0.8B with special numbers by acation which they are spending in
the chorus choir. Sunday School at Boston,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Chapman, Mr
12. Epworth la-ague at 6.15 with Mrs.
L P. Pelly 'eader
Evening service •and Mrs Walter Purvis and Miss
at 7, opened with prelude by Arthur Eannie Dunton who have been spend
Jiisteen and Raymond Beattie,, cornets ing several weeks at the latter's home
and Howard Beattie, violin, followed here, left this week for a motor trip to
by a song service. Vocal solo, “Open the White Mountains.
Dr. B. R. Brown of Rockland will
The Gates," by Constance Bowes with
vioiri obligato by Howard Beattie, ac preach at the Baptist church tumor companied by Llewellyn Oliver. Of ow morning and evening.
fertory, vio’t’i solo by Howard Beattie.
A special offering will he taken up
REUBEN E. LELAND
Sunday evening to buy music for the
Instrumental trio. All are cordially
Reuben E. Inland, formerly of Cam
invited to atend these services.
len, died Wednesday night in St. Da
Preaching services Sunday at the id’s, Penn., where he had made his
Baptist church at 10.30 a. m. and 7 home the past 10 years. The remains
p. nt. Church school at 11.50 a. m. vill he btought tn Camden by Howard
The Men's League will meet Tues .eland, son of the deceased, and burial
day evening. Prayer and Praise ser ervices will be held there Sunday aft
vice Thursday evening at 7, with the rnoon at 2 o'clock. Mr. Leland was a
subject for this week, “When Jesus retired broker. He was born in Rock
was Thirty Years Old.”
Special port. and was a nephew of the late
music will be furnished Sunday morn
J. Simonton. lie is survived by
ing by a ladies’ trio. Mrs. Short will his wife, one son, Howard; and one
also sing, “Hand in Hand," arranged laughter, Mrs. Florence Smawltz. 'fhe
by Herbert Johnson. The regular amily is well known in this city and
chorus choir will sing in the evening icinity.
and lead in an inspirational service of
pong.

UNION

SOUTH THOMASTON
Mrs. Ava Rraaier and Mrs.
Ripley have recently returned
tlie Knox Hospital where they
underwent throat operations,
formed Iiy Dr. Ellingwood.

Fred
from
Ixtth
per

W. P. STRONG
WATCHMAKER and JEWELER
WALL PAPER
ELECTRIC LAMPS and
SUPPLIES
THOMASTON, MAINE
Tu&Stf

Pillsbury Dry Goods Co.
THOMASTON, ME.

Cheer Up! There are no hard
times coming; it's the soft times
going.
We Are Still Lowering
Prices.

PILLSBURY’S STUDIO
THE CHARM OF PASSING YEAPS
LIVES IN PORTRAITURE
The family treasure chest holds
no more cherished reminder of loved
ones than their photographs.

Realize what your pictures may
mean to those who will some day
note their resemblance to you. Be
photographed frequently so that
your personality will be carried
down to your grandchildren.
Be photographed this year for
Christmas. Try to get your sitting
before Oec. 1st.
There is no photograph so com
pletely satisfying as one taken by a
professional photographer.

PHONE, 33-11

HER LONG SEARCH

THOMASTON BOY

THOMASTON

V! U! V!
II! H! if!
S! S! S!
Union High School.
The air rang with school yells when
10 real live students of Union High
irrompanied by Mr. Young, Miss
lowes and Miss Ripley at 5 p. m, Frilay night, clambered into two trucks
>n Union Common. In an hour and
(orty minutes they arrived at what
was supposed to be their destination,—
Allen’s Hall, five miles beyond Searsnont. The hall seemed closed but upon
ipening a window a few went in while
ilbers went to find the owner, only
discover that it wag Miller’s Hall
it Searsmont that had been hired and
o be fined, two dollars for damages
Light-heartedly they started back
lading upon arrival Miller's ilall all in
readiness and it didn't take long for
the girls to haye the supper ready—
nor for the hoys to do away with it,
Here a most enjoyable evening was
pent. At about eleven the party broke
ip and the students climbed into their
respective trucks. The night will not
soon he forgotten by the school—nei
ther by the inhabitants of Searsmont
nor those along the way, as there was
no mistaking who they were or where
i hey came from. 'Twas discovered
that a few loyal members of the East
ern Star endeavored to hold a meeting
at the same time on the door above
lid they succeed? Ask them.
The Juniors and Seniors have or
lered their class rings of M. N. Per
kins Company.
The Seniors liave recently welcomed
Charles Plummer as a member of their

Every-Other-Day

APPLES,

IS NOW REWARDED

WANTED
Vlrs. Ida Pickett Was Twenty-

ANTIQUE FURNITURE, HOOKED RUGS

Five Years Trying To Find

DISHES, OLD PICTURES, AND
PICTURES OF SHIPS

Relief—At Last Succeeds.

Call Rockland 578-W
evenings.

WILL PAY HIGHEST PRICES
Mrs. Ida Pickett. 274 South Division

124 tf

SL, Ruffalo, N. Y. says:

THE STORI OF HOME TOWH
P1PERWEEK
By M. V. ATWOOD.

“Twenty-five years is a long time to
keep looking for something without
finding It, and it’s no wonder 1 almost
lost hope. But 1 finally found what I
as hunting—a medicine to relieve me
of an awful case of indigestion.
‘Tanlae rewarded my long search
for relief, and I now enjoy better
health than 1 have in thirty years."
Many peope of verge of despair
ave taken Tanlae and recovered.

lass.

Many of the students attended
corn husking at Earl Hayward's home
h week ago last Friday. After the
husking they sat down to a bountiful
upper.

LIBERTY
Mr and Mrs. Winslow and Mr. and

Mrs. Keen** of Waldoboro visited Mr:
Nellie Flanders Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bradbury and
daughter of Fairfield and Mr. and Mr
C. A. Bradbury of Benton visited M
and Mrs. S. T. Overlook Sunday.
It was with pleasure we read the
it»*tn from a non-resident in regard to
the old and neglected cemetery. How
can folks be so neglectful and absent
minded as to let the lots on which
their relatives arc buried, remain
such condition. With a little labor
they might be made to look so we had
a little respect for our departed friend
Mrs Nellie Flanders intends to go
to a Massachusetts hospital for an 01
eration.
Edward Leigher is making apple
barrels for F. French in Somerville
Mrs. Jesse Flanders has arrived
home from a visit with her parents in
Boston.

D. RUBENSTEIN
INQUIRE RUBENSTEIN BROS.

HOME TOWN PAPER WEEK.
People of the United States wlU he
afforded an opportunity during the
week of November 7th to 12th to ex
press In concrete form their gratitude
to those men and women, who through
sunshine and rain, prosperity and ad
versity, persistently and consistently
sing tbe song of the home town. The
time long since passed when newspa
pers, whether dally or weekly, can sub
sist on the “taking It for granted*
spirit of Its patrons and well wishers.
Costs of producing newspapers today
have not decreased In anything like
the proportion experienced in other
lines and figures quoted recently oy
dally and weekly newspapers through
th®.country have given the public
glimpse Into the expense incidental to
conducting the home paper.
To the newspaper men and women
of each community has fallen the task
of presenting the current events of a
fast-moving world In accordance with
the modern Ideas, more or less extrava
gant, and keeping a smiling eounte
nance and a courageous heart when
others are prone to talk “hard times
Their loyalty to the state and their
community has undergone a severe
test but they met It with optimism and
only a little reflection Is required to
show how much worse conditions might
have been before the turn in the road
was reached, had they pursued a differ
ent course.
Advertisers had to keep advertising
whether they could pay promptly or
not and business had to be kept go
ing for the general good. The pub
lishers and editors did their part and
the second week In November Is pro
claimed a time when those who bene
flted by this policy can express it in
terms of support that will insure the
future of the small town paper, the
backbone of every community that nas
the semblance of pride in Itself and
Its neighbors.—Sioux City ArguaLeader.

MAINE

APPLES
OUR SPECIALTY

KINGMAN & HEARTY
INC.

BOSTON, MASS.
NED L. MORISON, Appls Expert

E. W. J. HEARTY, President
ROBERT B. LORING, Treee.

20 Fenutl Hell Market

(North Side)

“The House Built en the Apple"
SITu-S

CEDAR SHINGLES
Another carload of those nice
Cedar Shingles has arrived and is
ready for delivery; everybody is
talking about them; there are
reasons—come and look them over
and you, too, will be convinced.
Hemlock and Spruce Boards and
Joist arc coming in daily, and it will
soon be so that you can get what
you need right at home.
Yard and residence, Gleason and
Roxbury streets, directly back of the
High School building.

Short Cut From “Main Street.1
Every woman ought to get off by
herself, and turn over her thoughts—
W. J. ROBERTSON
about children and heaven, and how
CARPENTER A BUILDER
had her complexion is, and the way
Tel. 26-4.
Thomaston, Me.
men don’t really understand her, and
me if
how much work she finds to do in the
house and how much patience It takes
Every Issue of The Courter-Gasette
to endure some ihtugs In a man’s ■arrles the home news of Knox county
love.—"Main
Street"
by
Sinclair to every State in the Union and to
Lewis.
naujt foreign lamia,

TELEPHONE 634-J.

404 MAIN STREET

WANTED

125-126

Workers experienced in knitting

DIP NETS or CAST NETS

Apply to our nearest agent or to

WOflEN WANTED

Tanlae is sold in Rockland by Cor
ner Drug Store; in Washington by F.
. Ludwig: in North Haven by W. 3.
Hopkins; in Vlnahaven by F. M.
White: in South Thomaston by L. O.
Hanley, and by the leading druggists
every town.

Once upon a time a country editor
had a great Idea. Thia la not the first
great idea which has been evolved In
country print-shop, but most of these
Ideas in the past have been of benefit
to some one other than the editor.
But the Idea was to benefit editor aa
well aa the whole community and na COMMENDS MRS. KIRKPATRICK
tion.
Mrs Abbie Kirkpatrick. Rockville,
Thia was the idea; Why not have
hose most efficient work last fall en“home paper week?”
We have had every kind of a “week” itled her to wide recognition and
praise, winning for her the appointfrom aoap to electric cleaners.
nent at once to chairmanship of the
Taken together, argued the editor, Republican women of Rockville, has
the country newspapers are quite the now again proved her efficiency as a
most important in the nation, even If eader by paying in the sum of $5.75
judged by numbers; the ten or fifteen toward the State quota. This puts
thousand of them make the four hun Rockville "over the top," which
dred big city papers and magazines by its record surpasses any section
hus far reported, according to its
seem Inconsiderable, Indeed.
The reasou most folks do not real numbers, due to the loyaity of the
Rockville women and to the initiative
ize the Importance of the country f Mrs. Kirkpatrick, who is also a
newspaper Is because they think of nernher of the Rockport Woman’s
them Individually Instead of collective onimittee.
Mary Perry Rich,
ly; even the Atlantic ocean doesn't
nnx County Member Republican
State Committee. Woman’s Division.
look very Impressive when you view It
merely as a cupful of water scooped
up at the beach.
WARREN
So this country editor began to talk
about the Idea and to write letters
Elmer Watts of Massachusetts is
to any one who he thought might be isiting his mother, Mrs. Justin Watts.
Rev. N. A. Buncampcr of the Bangor
Interested. But like all great Ideas.
rheological Seminary, will preach at
It took a long time for it to grow.
he Congregational chbrch Oct. 23.
Finally a company which has done
Mrs. Eunice Kirk is visiting Mrs.
much to teach couhtry publishers the Mansfield Robinson.
value of system and of knowledge of
Sam Fuller, who came from Union
costs took it up, as did also the Na mil purchased Mrs. Charles Watts’
tional Editorial Association; then the ouse, has settled and intends to make
state colleges of agriculture saw its t his future home.
Immediately after the annual rneetpossibilities because of the effect on
community life; another great concern ng of the Farm Bureau, which will be
which furnishes thousands of country teld at Glover Hall. Nov. 8. there will
>e a. campaign drive throughout the
papers with syndicate news and fea
ov.-n for both male and female memtures became interested; and, of ters. It is hoped every lady will be anxcourse, the publishers’ trade journals ous to have her name enrolled on the
fell Into line.
1st for organization of a Farm Bureau
Thus a great chain- of Interest In Iroup for Home Economies.
Miss Julia Libby has been visiting
Subscribe for Your Horae Town Pa
per Week" has been stretched across riends in Thomaston and vicinity.
Miss Harriet Stevens has been makthe country, each of the thousands of
country papers, of which this paper la ng improvements in her culinary de>ai tmer.L
one, a link In the chain.
A general invitation is extended to
November 7th to 12th are the dates 11 the people of Warren who are inset for “Subscribe for Your Home erested in organizing a Community
Town Paper Week,” and all who be 'horns, to he present at its first meetlieve in the home town paper, In its tig Thursday evening. Oct. 27. at the
possibilities for helpfulness, for creat ongregational chapel at 7.30.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Starrett and
ing community solidarity, for the cher
ishing of the homely and sacred things Jrs. Henry Starrett spent Wednesday
veiling with Mrs. George Starrett
of the country, are being asked to “leasantville.
help—to help, not because the country
editor needs charity, but because the
SPRUCE HEAD
country newspaper is a great service
agency, dignified, stable, worthy of
The subject for Sunday afternoon’s
every cent which the community In liscourse at People's church. Rev. Her
vests to make it possible.
man It. Winchenhaugh. pastor, will be.
So you are asked to help make “Sub The Gospel of Vinegar." Evangelisiii
scribe for Your Home Town Paper service at 6.30 in the evening with
Week" the big success It Is going to short address by the pastor.
be. If you do not now take your home
paper, don’t delay subscribing later
than the week of November 7-12.

Tolman Sweets (ordinary)
Banana Sweets (fancy)
Baldwins (fancy)
Delivered in bushel or barrel
lots.

AM. NET & TWINE CO.
Cambridge, Mass.

AT SARDINE

FACTORY

1258*181

WANTED

DEEP SEA FISHERIES, INC.
114tf

Stories of
Great Scouts

By Elmo

EVERYBODY'S COLUMN
For Sale

WdtlM

FOR SALE—Ford touring car In first-class
contliilon; Syracuse Rulkes Plow A F WIS
NER, 386 Broadway.
12.5-127
COMING EVENT
3
F.TAOIN AOIN Nil
SHARPE GROVER, “BEST SCOUT
FOR SALE—Ain going away aud will sell
GOVERNMENT EVER HaO”
my piano cheap
ROY MILLER. Waldoboro,
Me Tel 16-32.

©. Western Newspaper Union.

The best scout the government ever
FOR SALE- Indian Twin Motorcycle, elec
equipped. In good running order ROY'
had,” said some of the army officers trically
MILLER, Waldoboro, Me Tel. 16-32 123*127
for whom Sharpe Grover scouted dur
FOR SALE Two second hand upright pianoa
ing the Indian wars In Kansas In STUDLEY'B FI'IINITI RE STORE. 283 Main
125-11
l’HiT-tW, and more thnn once he showed Sireet.
FOR SALE—Regal Kineo Furnace, No. .54.
himself worthy of the title. He hud
. li set up In our own basement and can be
married a S!ou^ woman, and lived seen
V F. STl'DLEY’S FURNITURE STORK.
125-lt
with the tribe for years.
He could 293 Main Sireet. Rockland
speak their language and knew their
FOR SALE —14 second hand phonographs of
STl’DLEY’S FURNITURE
ways.
As a trailer and render of different makes
STORK. 28.1 .Main Street, Rockland.
125-lt
signs, Grover was without a peer.
FOR SALE—6 organs at your own price V.
He could tell how long since the 1'. STCIILKY'S FURNITURE STORE. 283 Main
125-lt
tracks had meen made; whether they Street, Rockland.
were by horses or ponies, shod or un
FOR SALE—Cook Steve, second hand. 8
125’lt
shod; how many were ridden, how IOGG STREET
FOR SALE—25 Rhode Island Red pullets
many were driven; whether it was a
Price $2 each W. A, PAUL, Rockport. 125*lt
war party or one moving front one
FOR SALE—bouts, Shoes, Clothing, Dishes,
camp to another.
Musical
Instruments.
Furniture,
( arp-ts.
Carpels,
Quilts, Stoves, Etc. C. T. BRAGG,
When the Sioux went on the war
Gin Main Street. Rockland.
125tf
path In 18flC, Grover left them aud
SALE —Ithaca hatntnerless shotgun. No.
joined the army ns a scout for Custer, 1 FOR
grade. 12 ga , 32 inch barrel, modified and
hi August, 1808, with Billy Comstock, full, new condition. Address BOX 83, Rock
port.
Me.
124*120
another noted scout, he visited fhe
FOR SALE—Russet and Bell Flower apples,
camp of Chief Turkey Leg of the Chey
$3.50 per barrel delivered. FRED M. BUTLER.
ennes, whose warriors were supposed Warren. Me.
124-tf
to be friendly.
One of the Indlaus,
FOR SALE—Hard and soft fitted wood, pine
however, saw the fine pearl-handled re and spruce lumber; also De Lavel Separator.
volver carried by Comstock aud deter “ L. FASSETT. West Meadow Road. Tel 23-12
124-126
mined to have It.
When the scouts
FOR SALE—Tlie building known as “Tlie Old
left tlie camp seven Cheyennes rode Wool Shop of Tannery" on Cedar St., High
lands. Contains several thousand feel of heavy
away with them.
and lumber
Inquire of LUCY' E.
While engaged In friendly conversa timber
RHODES or JOHN 5V Bl'RNS. Cedar St., High
tion, the Indians suddenly dropped to lands.
124-138
the rear and opened,fire. Comstock
FOR SALE -Bargains 4n slightly used player
was killed instantly and Grover badly pianos in perfect condition; also upright pianos
that have been rented for the summer. Come
wounded, but lying on the ground and In and look them over. MAINE MUSIC COM
124-126
making a desperate defense of Com PANY.
stock's body, he fought off the Indians
FOR SALE- Hayrack, iigger and dump cart
J. C. WILEY. Rockland Tel. 156-M
121*126
until nlghtfnll and escaped.
FOR SALE— Four houses it Hurricane Island
The next month Grover joined Gen.
Apply to MRS W. M SPEAR. 135 Camden St.
G. A. Forsyth's band of scouts and r E. C. PATTERSON. 68 Crescent Si 123-125
was with them ut Ihe celebrated
FOR SALE—26 ft. glass cabin launch; 5 h
Beecher’s Island tight. As Roman I) Mianus motor, comfortable and seaworthy.
Rented tenement netting 20% profit. Tene
Nose’s warriors shouted to each other, ment
and store to net 25%, good location.
Grover understood everything they
Six room furnished cottage at Crescent Beach
and
small
bungalow at Chickawaukie Lake
said, and told Forsyth wlmt they were
Dort Sedan and Chevrolet truck.
planning to do. After the biggest
H. A. ROBBINS. 24 Tillson Avs.
123-125
charge of the Sioux and CheveuneFOR SALE—Lobster pot frames and laths, at
had been turned buck, Forsyth turned
reasonable prices. C. A. TOWERS, 638 Main
to Grover and said: "Can they do bet Street,
Rockland.
123»12.r
ter than that, Grover?’
FOR SALE—Two large parlor stoves, Glen
"I liave been on the plains, man and wood Oaks; one Clark Jewell gns range; also
hoy, for 30 years, and I never saw such 5000 second hand brick. B. H. (OPKLAND.
Thomaston, Me.
123-125
a charge before," was the scout's reply,
FOR SALE—Household furnishings of all
"I think they have done their level kinds, at MRS. T. C. DICKENS’. 19 Trim St.
Camden. Tel. 23-3.
120-125
best.”
"All right, we’re good for them,
FOR SALE—Horse, weighs 1400. 9 years old,
good worker. Or would trade for Ford car.
then," said Forsyth.
C. E. CBOTTON, Rockport. Tel. 14-3, Camden
For years the fact that Grover was
118-tf
with Forsyth that day was kept from
FOR SALE—Mtrlp of lend running from tbe
the Indians, for he was friendly with iowb road to Georges river. Beautiful loca
tion for summer cottage. Boating, Beblng end
them, and they would have killed him bathing faculties
Inqulro MISS EVA K
TORREY.
Teutt’8 Harbor.
S2*tf
without mercy, bail they known. Latet
they did learn it and attempted sev
FOR 8ALE—Two five passenger can, cheep,
In perfect rustling condition. Good tires
eral times to kill him, but he always and
P. D. STARRETT, Warren, Me
181-tf
escaped. Unfortunately Grover drank
FOB BALF—Aux, sloop boat la damaged con
heavily, and a few years after the dition caused by Bre, a good bay for men whs
Beecher fight he was killed In s ran repair boat himself himself. Inquire A. D
BIRD CO. 4 Camden 8t., Bockland, Mt.
row at Pond City, near Fort Wallace
82-lf
an inglorious end for so great a scout
FOR BALE—The Nelson farm st Northport,
25 sores ud 6 gcres of young growth; plenty
THE
AMERICAN’S CREED
I believe in the United States
of America as a government of
the people, by the people, for the
people whose Just powers are de
rived front the consent of the gov
erned; a democracy in a repub
lic; a sovereign Nation of many
sovereign States, a perfect Union,
one und inseparable, established
upon those principles of freedom,
equality. Justice and humanity
for which American patriots sac
rificed their lives and fortunes.
I therefore believe it is my
duty to my country to love it;
to support its Constitution; to
obey its laws; to respect Its flag;
and to defend it against ail ene
mies.
•

of wood.
Splendid situation for s summ«
home. Addrots BKSBT-KNOWLTON CO . Bel
fa*. Me
re«g

GIRLS AND YOUNGWOMEN
Wm. Knowlton A Sons, Mfrs., w*nt
girls to learn to sew and trim ladies’
and children’s hats at their plants
in West Upton, lilfitt. Good pay
and excellent opportunity for am
bitious girls. For further informa
tion communicate at ones with

PERCY A. CLARKE’
427 Main Street - - - ROCKLAND

Lost and Found.
FOUND—Oct. 14. bundle conninlng nieruhandlse Owner c«n have him by proving
properly. Inquire 6 Warren Sireet.
125*lt
LOST—Gold vanity and card case combination
with chain; monogram J. R.-K. M. Kewaid.
Return ro TRIS OFFICE.
124 126

LOST—Scotch Collie dog with four white
feel, white spot on back ol neck, and white tip
on tail; answers to name of Hero. MRS. O. B.
WALTER, Waldoboro, Maine, R. F. D. 2.
123-125

Wanted
WANTED—Housekeeper, middle-aged, must
he well recommended
Good home for the
winter. No objection to small child. Family
of two. CLARENCE MAOUNE, Thomaston, Me.
123*12;
WANTED—To hire a typewriter for two or
three mouths Telephone 348.
123-127
WANTED-Trucking or all kinds. Furni
ture moved. E. YV. i’lERCE, Union, Me.
123*127
WANTED—Subscriptions and renewals to
magazines SWINBURNE PERRY, 49 Camden
Street. Tel 608-YV.
123-127
WANTED—One resident und one traveling
solicitor. Salary and expenses No invest
ment
FEDERAL NURSERIES, Rochester, X.
123*lt

WANTED—All kinds of antique furniture,
china and hooked rugs. Cash paid. C. M
BLAKE'S WALL PAPER STORE, 662 Main
Street.
12<-tf
WANTED—Male beagle pup 2 or 3 month
old. with pedigree
R B ROWLAND, 131
Main St.. Rockland.
123*123
WANTED—Boarding place for Miss Margaret
Crockett for the winter. Good home; private
family and central location preferred. Address
MISS GBKENHALCH, 14 Grace Bi, Rockland.
123-125
WANTED- Every week day befitre 2 o'cloct
woman io clean offlee. Including woodwork an
windows Permanent work Address XX . Cou
rier-Gazetie offlee.
123-125
wXnTEB—A
position by an experience
practical nurse. RITA LY'MBURNER. Sedgwlcl
Maine. Tel. 38-13
112*127
WANTED—Firemen,
Brakemen, beglnn.-rs
$150, later $250 monthly; (which post loot I.
Write RA1L5VAY, care Courier-Gazette. I2t»*!23
WANTED—Late model Ford roadster Must
be cheap for cash. A. M. P. PEARSON. YValdoboro, Maine.
128*123
WANTED*Waltress at KNOX HOTKlTThrao
aslou.
Igjtf
WANTED- 35 aheggy cat, end kltuni. mil
and female. Highest prices paid.
JOHN t
HAMETT. Rockville. Me Teb J5I-M.
ItIf

MisceUaneom
NOTICE—We hereby give notice to all per

sons Interested that under -to circumstances
shall we be responsible for bills coutrs.led by
persons other than ourselves
(Slgnedl MRS
ANNIE SPROWL, MAYNARD SPROYVL Rock
land. Oct. 17, 1821.
123*125
*600 SECURES tO-ACRE FARM—Near VII
luge: Horse. 3 Cows, Poultry, stovewood, full
Implements. 10 tons hay, potatoes, vegetables,
etc., included; no anxiety for future when
you own firm like this; convenient advantages;
black loam tillage, good pasture; estimated 4811
cords wood, 48.606 ft. timber; 266 apple trees,
256 sugar maples; 7-room house, 10-cow has*
utetit barn; aged owner forced sell all $1466
only $606 cash, easy terms. Details page 14
our big New Catalog, ust out. Copy FREE
STROUT FARM AGENCY. 341 D. 0., Water
St., Augusta. Me.
123-It
NOTICE—Clarence Lamson tormerly empl
ed at A. M. Moody's repair shop, has ope;
an automobile repair shop under the name
LAMSON BROTHERS. 234 Main St. All «
guaranteed
116*1$
ROCKLAND'S SNOW PLACE—Early Amerlun Furniture and Astlquea. Tour vlalt to
Maine la not complete unless you (Mad tl
least two hours In this new ehop Building
46x68—three Boon full to overflowing with
antiques COBB * HATH), IIS North Main
Street. (Call Mr. Davlo kt Fuller-Cohb-Dsvla*
Department Store.
6S-tf

FOR BALE—Lasg end flltod herd wood, Sited
LADDERS—If you want an Extenalon Ladder
mill wood, hard wood limbs, and fireplace wood
delivered. T. i. CAKBOLL, residence East or an ordinary ladder give me your order; also
Warren; F. O Thotuaeton. Tel. fiocklano wood rollets for roller skates. 1 am prepared
283-tl
sg.tf
to do furniture repairing at reasonable prices.
F A. JOOST, 737 Main St.
US-tf
LADIES—Reliable Mock of hairr srodi nt *•
Rockland Hair Store, $36 Mato Bi
dere solicited HELEN C. SHOD]EB

BAKER GUNS
For fifty years known to
the trade as the best for
service.

To Let
TO LET—Three unfurnished rooms, suitable
for light housekeeping
Inquire 16 Broad
street, or phone 741-M.
123-127
TO LET—Furnished rooms in house
■rit Improvements. SUSAN SMITH.
Street.
TO LET—Two furnished rooms
housekeeping. 14 BROAD STREET.

TO LET—One furnished room.

ANT STREET.

$48.00 to $385.00

Send for BAITER BOOK
LET describing the entire

MADE TO ORDER
W. F. TIBBETTS & CO.
SAIL MAKERS

line.

•1 FRONT STREET
Building formerly occupied by
A. J. Bird A Co.
TELEPHONE 225-R
45-ThA8«t tf

314 Broadway, New York

ENGRAVED CAROS— Cill st Ui:a nfflew ud
examine style*
If you already hare a plate
uring It to aud let us print rou cards Id latrot
■Ire
TUB COURntR-OAZETTR
»-Vf
WHEN IN BOSTON—Erory IMue of The
Crurter-Oarette I* on Mie by tbe Old Booth
News Co., Washington St. opposite foot of
School Call arauud sod gel a eupy of the
paper with tbs boas news.
M-tf

l$H

with in

53 Br
126-12

for II
124*12

TO RENT—Garage at 55 Grace street.
ply at MUNRO’S RESTAURANT, Fart fit
_ ________________________________ 124-1

••••••••••«

AWNINGS, TENTS and
WAGON COVERS

Kill er-

Baker Gun Company
109-125

The Merchant

16 PLl
123-1

TO LET—Set of offices over Cobb’s, Inc,
nicely finished, large vault, heater included;
terms reasonable. L. F. CHASE, 4.5 Middle St .
Tel. 665-2.
123-tf
TO LET—Large furnished apartment, 6 ro
every convenience, on I’ostofflce Square,
TEL. 148-YY’, or Courier-Gazette.
121<

TO LET—Lodging house tenement over
Mitchell store, corner Park and Main streets.
Ten rooms and bath, steam heated. Apply to
E. B MacALLISTER, Rockland. Me.
Hfi-tf
TO LET—A modern flat with sttn porch,
living .room, bedroom, bathroom, kitchenette,
breakfast room, electric lights, electric store,
electric hot water heater, hot sir furnace;
rurnished with antique furniture No. 3 Urora
street. N B COBB or E. C. DAVIS. 118-tf

TO LET—Somebody Is needutg • bourn
rooms. Advertise yours In this column
you'll get su sppllcstlon Immediately.
|TO

LET—STORAGE—For furntturo, ewrtu

WHO DOES NOT ADVERTISE sod musical lnstrumentg or anything that re
quires a dry, clean room. Terms raaaohkhle.
I R FLYK. $21 Mart Bl. Rockteah
Set
IS a
k

In the Standstill Class

FOR BALE—56 high bred R. I. Red cockerels:
price $1.58, $3 68, $5 68, $6.86 per bird; 6
C. E WABD, South Thomaston
Me.
Mt.Mi

months old

z
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tvery-Olher-Daj
Mrt. II. K. Snow, Mr. "and Mrs. Frank
W. Fuller, Mr. and Mrs. X. F. Cobb,
Mr. anil Mrs. E. I). Spear. Mr. and Mrs.
M. K. Wolton, Mr. and Mrs. Charles S.
iRobbins. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur L. Hrne.
In addition to personal notes recording de Miss Annie Ulaekington and Miss Gail
partures and arrivals, this department especial [ Sharp.

In Social Circles

MICKIE SAYS:
/vaitwos, -tuc-te a lot os

MJUO ABC BEAO1M' -IWiS PfcPVtt VUUC1
ABC LOOKtki' SAC tU TM' SMC ttlWT i

MOW NUUO AW OOB
CUSTOVAAWV SIVAOLBQM6 -TVf\<5
wscu Fee AMonuoz. Mcwis sue-)
SGBAp-flOM, OMP4 MOU’O WAMt
Cuttomer.
ranxrr Aookrr rf sur
mc ,'x) ,
Mrs. Alfred F. Pillsbury of Minne
BSildfe M5 MONO I've HEWtMOCO MOU, 1
apolis, who has Just returned from a I Mrs. Minnie Cobb, who lias b< n
iWOPt MOUW AW WOONSOOL,
trip to London and Paris, is expected spending tlie past few weeks witli Mr
in Rockland Monday. She will be the (and Mrs. II. W. Thorndike, leaves I v %01 wowrf <arr
bad 'wrrw
Tuesday night for Boston arid Spencer, “•
F5UBWO BOSS
guest of Mrs. W. A. Field.
J
where she will visit Mr. and Mrs. Ismis
Dunton
before
going
16
Xew
Tork
for
Miss Marjorie Kent, who lias been
spending a few days with Mr. and Mrs. [the winter.
Fred W. Wight, left this morning for
Boston.
I
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Lightfoot
i
I (Abbie Bird) of Palm Beaeh. Fla., and
Gentlemen's Might is the plan of the I Myannlsport, Mass., and Miss Rudi
Woman's Educational Club for its 1 Bird, who has been spending tlie past
opening meeting, next Monday even- I year in Spokane, Washington, are lin
ing, In the Methodist vestry. Every guests of Mrs. Clarence McIntyre in
member for the coming season is privi- I Camden. Mrs. Lightfoot and Mlqs Bird
leged to extend an invitation to two I were guests at a small tea given for
gentlemen to be present as guests of | them yesterday by Miss Martha Cobb,
tho club at 8 o'clock.
Tlie Rockland Cha,iter. Sons of tin
Mows has been received In this city American Revolution, held its annual
of the death of Martin H.-Kiff. which I session last evening at tlie Country
took place in Los Angeles, Sept. 24. eiul., President Arthur S. Mttlctb ld
'1 he deceased was a native of Belfast I presiding and ladies being guests. Pol
and a cousin of the late John G. Kiff I towing supper came an Interesting liusiof Rockland. He was 82 years of age. I ncss meeting, the hoard of officers for
I the coming year being1 elected thus:
The Country Club's social season |.re8i(ient, Charles M. Kalloch; vim
opened Thursday with striking success, president. E. It. MacAlllstcr; seefetarv.
CMAKiXV
the number taking part in the after- Homer E. Robinson: treasurer, B. M.
noon and evening enjoyment being the fttubbs; historian. Edward A. Butler;
largest ever registered, and that de- I directors, additional to president and
rnttc the unpropitious weather. La- secretary. H. A. Buffum, E. C. Payson
MICKIE'S COLUMN
dies auction in the afternoon saw the I an(] Alan L. Bird. A special commitfavors taken by Mrs. Jennie W. Bird, | tee’s report dealt with the erection of
Back from the Guuglc.
Mrs. John O. Stevens, Mrs. H. B. i a Revolutionary marker at Glencove, at
Gee:
rales, Mrs. A. S. Black, and Mrs. C. |a cost of about $80, and repainting of
As the feiler said what couldn't
A. Leighton of Thomaston. The sup- I ^e Civil War marker at Camp Knox,
per tables at 6.30 were occupied by 62 Lin jfiddle street heights. Discussion seem to think of anything else, which
club members and guests, the appre- | waR had Of the condition of the old t good many can't, but it’s ben a long
tizingly prepared menu including soup, I cemetery at the Highlands, where 11
time sense -I had a few remarks to
•roast beef and vegetables, rolls, lemon | ROiQiers of the Revolutioh are buried,
pie and coffee. Dancing occupied ihe|anj jjq was appropriated toward any make in this connection, as the afterRemainder of the evening, with music j (^,,4 the cRy may contribute for dinner speaker said when lie started
by Marsh's Orchestra. The occasion putting tlie cemetery in proper 'condi- nut to put the whole company to sleep
w as in charge of the house committee. 1 tion. The desire was expressed that what had just ben eating theirselfs
of which bred A. Thorndike is Chair- |effort |,e made to enlarge the member- to a standstill.
1 little thought, as the villain in the
man, with Elmer C. Davis as his lieu- I Ry,jy, of this worthy patriotic organizaIr.na^’ ^7*' Charles M. Kalloch, Mrs. I tion, there being a large number of movie mutters to hisself in a low, sinA\. O. Fuller Mrs. Walter II. Spear, | nlpn p, Rockland who are eligible tiistcr manner, after pushing the fe
male heroine off a high presserpice in
Mrs. Arthur F. Lamb, Mrs. llomer E. [ thereto
a injurius way—I little thought, when
Robinson, Mrs. Elmer C. Davis, Mrs. 1
the Boss let me out on what lie called
tJlenn A. Lawrence and Mrs. Albert T.
W. S. White and Roy L. Knowltdn 1 vacation without pay. that Td
Thurston, and the committee was as
returned yesterday from Tunk Pont such a long time gone, but a extended
slated Charlotte
on this opening
by II and
Miss
Buffum. occasion
Mi7/Lena
Molasses Tond where they had series of whoopin koff what made the
Thorndike aud the husbands of the P°or luck at duck-shooting,
naybors fasten their winders shut so's
not to keep awake nights, follercd by
lady members. The steadily growing I
popularity of the Country Club attests I The meeting of the Methebesee Club a ottermobiie runnin a feller into a
to its value as an organization in held with Mrs. W. II. Glover. Talbot hosplttal for several mos. will serve
which the many social groups of the avenue, Friday afternoon, was one of to explain, as tlie feller said.
But it seemed good to get back to
community can unite. The next fort- tlie best the club has ever held. This
the oilis ami be welcomed witli open
nightly occasion is scheduled for ilrst meeting of the season was
Nov. 3.
birthday party, the club having en arms, as you might say. Many chang
The linotype
•I It
joyed twenty-five busy and successful es I nachuliy notis.
years of existence. The president of girl wich I left with golden locks en
(Fur file Courlcr-G.zctte)
OCTOBER JOTS
the State Federation. Mrs. J. X. Hud closing her cars bn each side iias had
dclston of Orono, wts present and the same bobbed and looks 2 cute for
Witli apologies to Amy Lowell
spoke on the growth of women's clubs any use—but of this more anon, if 1
Wild wares.
and the advantage of federation. She can find any more When I opened tin
Dewy zrass.
made a strong plea for the clubs to dOor and stepped in, everybody stopped
Sunrise.
Sea gulls.
work tor the endowment fund. Mrs workln’, it lining a good chance.
"Why. Mickle!" cried the linotype
Fringed winged crows,
Ellingwood, the club president, gave a
Good sports.
very interesting and comprehensive ae girl, rushing forrard in her impulsive
Mushrooms I
count of tho State convention, held at way and throwin her arms around my
Salt. Pepper, Butter.
A dish lit for a Goddess.
Castine, interspersed with her usual knock and kissing inc in a xtatik man
—Elizabeth J. Barrett.
wit and humor. The program was in ner right in the presunts of the as
Boston, Oct. 20.
charge of the entertainment committee sembled multitude, as tin- feller said.
"Is it indeed you returned at last!”
Everett Blethen, who lias been and lhls committee also assisted the
Wich being as it was and not conhome on a visit for the past few weeks Hostess in preparing and serving the
see'ia nothin 1 impltnted what you'd
Wt yesterday for New York, where refreshments. The following program
he will resume his art studies. Mr. I Vs Given: Song. A Fairy Fantasy, call a return kiss on the linotype girl’s
rosy cheek, -lotising over her shoulder
Bet hen is fast making a name for htan-|«rs' Joycc:.
“Le SlaVV’” Ml
as I done so a look of pashernate envy
‘
‘
Simple
Confession,
Marston;
violin.
self as a cartoonist and caricaturist.
distortin the counternulls of the fore
While at home last week he aecom- M,ss Mand’: Pan" »rl«’ „Uan>e'' of
man, wich being uauhully so much
pan led George Roberts on a delightful
Misa Holbrook, Mrs. Averill
outer shape it seemed useless to go
three-day motor trip to Eastport, Mrs Btrr-V- These selections were re
any further, and when he next stopped
Calais and SLSttphen, X B.
ceived with tnueli appreciation and ap
- .
Iplause and Mrs. Joyce and Mrs. Mar to light his pipe I notissed his hand
tremble like a ashpan leaf, as the poet
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. McLoon and Miss ston responded with encores. The „,em says.
Marion McLoon are spending a few bers and Guests, numbering about ..0
Tlie Boss at that iaopportoon mo
Cays in Boston.
then adjourned to the dining room
.. „
I which was beautifully and artistically ment coming up tin- stares, everybody
had to oegin workia once more, but
Mrs. E. J. Hollier entertained a rew dworated in the club colors, green an
it took a long time. I'll say. for the
friends at tea Wednesday.
" *;itp' cut
,folia«*’, and r‘W*"'
„
I being most effectively used. The tabl oilis to sees vibrating with the excite
ment of tny return.
Ensign Otis and Adriel Bird went to ",as resplendent with cut glass and
Ko here I am and things goin on in
• • today
Brunswick
to attend................
the Bow- I silver displayed on beautiful lace the old fatnilyer grooves. Grajuly 1
doin-Colby game. They will remain “j*' I’> ‘he center stood a large am accustumin mys< if to the changes
over night to attend "initiation" at Wrthdgy cake, lighted by 2« green time has rot, as the feller said. A
their respective fraternity houses.
handies
Large green candles added
____
[another touch to the color scheme, and clean, fresh towel hangs on the seink
room door.
Mr. and Mrs Johr, W. Thomas and j tkc ’""fer bows of green and white
“And speaking of things bein
futtached
to
the
chandelier
enhanced
daughter went to Brunswick yesterhanged. Mickle,” says the foreman
day. Mr. Thomas will return after the
crt^1 of thc, rn*?n
ch
stdppin to light his pipe, “speaking of
football game, while Mrs. Thomas and diagonally crossed on the table. This tilings la-in changed—did you notis
daughter will visit Mrs. Thomas' arra,nG''m<'t,t was most pleasing and the Bosses collar?" and here the fore
parents until Wednesday.
the ladies did full Jus ice to the many
‘varieties of cake and brownies. lee man fetched a loud, cakling lalif.
"My!" says the linotype girl, shakin
Jlr. and Mrs. K. K. Leightoh )eaVe I"™"'<»ndy
out her bobbed hair, "somebuddy is
Monday for several weeks stay in a,’d “ was
b “clock before the right on his mettle this morning.”
Boston
I last guVsts had departed. Two appli"l'es.” says the foreman, quickern a
____
tcations were received for membership
flash, “typo metal.”
Miss Frances Hanrahan, Miss j,ary and the Methebesee Club starts out
Wich I allood to as showin thc genJohnson, Miss Beatrice Hanrahan. H
2«‘h Year feeling that it is beral good feelin that my coinin back
Mrs. Rose Hewett and Mrs. Frank p‘nnlnG a
happy and I'«)>P‘'fo.is
had infused into thc olils. The Boss
Butler motored to Boston last week. fseaaon- Th*n*xt
Wl11 J?*'
(with Mrs. Winifred Simmons. Masonic has sujested that 1 resoom what he
calls my littery’ department, so far as
ehauffedress. They had rather an exThe Paper for the afternoon the l'cglar chores wont interfeer with
citing trip, with several mishaps, but
* on «arly French history up to ne. But I've studded out bow to skip
‘and through the time of Charlemagne,
these did not mar the enjoyment.
Hum. I aint ben in a liospittal 7 mos.
by Mrs. Mary Cooper. Mrs. Ellingwood
for nothing. Few ever are.
will, he,. the leader for the topics for
Mrs. Leon J. White who was OP-,..
Mickle.
crated upon at Silsby Hospital 10 days (that afternoon,
ago. returns home today.
kinds, yellowhamers, cow-birds, bob
Mrs. Sarah Elliott is at Knox Hos-1
MATINICUS
olinks, robins, and many others. They
come, thy tarry awhile, and are gone.
pital for treatment.
Birds, birds, everywhere—birds. In Some #rc with us for a fw days only,
Miss Myrtle W. Herrick left the first, thehighways and byways; in fields, while others rmain for perhaps
of the week for Detroit, Mich., where woods and pastures: on shores and month. When the last one bids us
she will visit relatives. She is accom- ledges and in the waters. At this sea- good-bye, then indeed may we look for
panlcd by' her niece, Miss Alberta son of fhe year they swarm every- printer.
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Howard of llock
Farnham of Belfast.
| where. The fall migration is taking
place. On an island like (his, it is to land have been here on business.
Mrs. Ellen Wallace has been glad
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph J. Flanagan of I be expected that the water-birds, in
Bangor are on a vacation visit in this I their journeys north in the spring nd dening thc hearts of her old neighbors
city and vicinRy.
south in the foil, should visit with us, by calling on them.
'and they do, in large numbers. But
Other recent visitors here arc Mrs.
Dr. T. L. McBeath motored to Bos-1 how can we explain the presence of so Clarence Young, Mrs. Lion Joyce,
ton and will return today with his many land birds here, twenty miles out Miss Thelma Coville. Mr. Kowc, sup
wife, who has been spending a few I to sea'.’ They are here, (locks und erintendent of schools, Mrs. E. I
days there.
| (locks of them. Tiny chipping spar- Cooper, Mrs. Burton Wallace, Miss
' ows, fluttering along the roads: large Louise Teel.
It is strictly necessary for all Worn- (flocks of shining grackles. and noisy
An indefatigable worker in Hi vine
on's Educational Club members who crows; diminutive flycatchers, modest yard of Ihe laird is our Miss King it
wish to be eligible to attend the open- |eolored Juncos, sparrows of many is to be hoped that tlie soil in which
sli delves will prove lo be fertile.
Ing meeting as members for 1921-22,
The road commissioner lias beeh
to have their dues in the hands of the
busy building bridges anil repairing
treasurer. Miss Alice Hovey, S Laurel
the roads. Everything is now safe for
•street, by next Monday evening.
the "liossmobeels.”
Your perspicacity, Owl’s Headej,
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Brown and Mrs. A- Vam Wailt GoO<l FoOtl
F. M. Shaw have returned from a I
v IUU H HUI MWU * WU does you credit.. Perhaps you have
yourself liave been served in tttt*
week’s stay in Boston.
The real cooks of New Eng same mariner', sometime in the past,
it may have been this fault of my
Nelson Carr, who left to spend a I
land are the home cooks, and liaiidwrlting, or it may have been tlie
week's vacation in Boston, has _ been
fault of the proof reader. Who
called home on account of the serious | their beat recipes appear
knows? At ajiyrate, “banner” was the
Illness of his daughter.
daily in the Boston Globe. wold meant, not "banana."
Little question for today: Who wi
Ernest C. Davis has had as a sports
"You trust them because
have the "cliampeen pig" Ibis year?
man guest the past two weeks John E.
you know they have been
Hays of Johnstown, N. Y. Mr. Hays
used.”
Every woman in
Is a keen hunter and has greatly en
Odd Assam Marriage Custom.
joyed his Knox county outing, shooting
One of the strangest of mnrriage |
New
England
should
read
over the staunch English setter that
customs is that obserted by some of
he Jately had out of Mr. Davis' kennels.
the Household Pages of the the women of Assam. There the bride
Boston Daily and Sunday sometimes takes the initiative. She
Tlie Jlockland Savings Bank force,
with guests, motored to Jefferson last
Globe. Order the Boston goes to fetch the bridegroom, and it
is etiquette for him to hide and renight, and enjoyed a delicious chicken
siat until carried off.
Women of
supper at the Beach Hill tea room. The Globe regularly from your
means are permitted to choose a tem
motor cars of Capt. R. K. Snow, M. E.
newsdealer or newsboy.
Wotton and C. 8. Robbins solved the
porary liusliatid. and. when tired of
transportation problem. Those who
him pay him off and take anoriiur.
ftjureil In ‘Up ou‘l"ff were Capt, and
ly desires Information of social happenings,
parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall oi
Miss Jennie
telephone will be gladly received.
TtLtPHSNC
77* I the truest of
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E. B. HASTINGS & COMPANY

Keene of Bar Harbor is
her cousin, Mrs. Jo’in

CLOAK

AND

SUIT

WEEK

Commencing SATURDAY, OCT. 22, and to
continue for one week, a special sale of CLOAKS AND

We wiil make low prices on any Coat or Suit

SUITS.

for all the week.

Select your Coat or Suit during this

sale and save money.

We have a most beautiful line to select from.

Your

E. B. HASTINGS & COMPANY

Friends Are More

a

With
St.ii-

ilmi:

Can Entertain

When You

-«i

Welcome

Francis

Player

Bacon

—.liittLlL:!. u".-- !i.i ii.'iL.:-x-.-il'

HERE are a great many people who refrain from enter

T

inffttriiirnTPuPf

MBMfflG

taining guestc simply because they feel that they have

not the proper facilities, at home, to keep their guests amused.

DR.

MILDRED

With thc FRANCIS BACON PLAYER PIANO in your home

TUTTLE

all doubts may be dispelled at once on that score.

No matter

OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN

how discriminating your visitors, this excellently finished, grace

149 Limerock Street, Rockland, Me,
9 A. M. to 4 P. M.

not hesitate any longer—it is the ideal instrument for your homo.

ful and full-toned player will be sure to captivate them—so do

We would bo pleased to have you call at our store and play

J
Evenings by Appointment

CONSULTATION FREE.

this instrument for yourself at any time, and to furnish you with

any other high Cass musical merchandise you might be in need of.

TELEPHONE 524-R.
123-tf
.................

Ihe FRANCIS BACON PLAYER PIANO

-I

.

. .:i..i:,:i.lililL:b uli'iUL 2:,w:L, 1;

sells at $500.00
TERMS CONVENIENT TO YOU

V.

WE ARE SATISFIED

F.

STUDLEY

with a small profit on one pair

EXCLUSIVE ROCKLAND DEALER

MEN’S WORK SHOES

238 MAIN STREET

Solid Leather, $1.98

Qi-O'-t

COAL

SCHOOL SHOES

BILL

uijlWLklU...J, .J.JliS

*

$1.75, $2, $2.25,$2.50 $3

DON T LET HIM
HAUNT YOU
THIS WINTER,
The high price of coal
won’t worry you if you
heat your home with a
Caloric Pipeieea Furnace.

More than 125,000 users
have found that it cats
fuel bills
to * j,

TODAY:

Women’s 10 in. high cut
Brown Vici Kid Lace
Boots.
$4.00

$1.25

"TO

A FINISH”

: : MONDAY : :

: : TUESDAY : :

PAULINE FREDERICK

WILLIAM S. HART

“THE WHISTLE”

“ROADS OF DESTINY’
a

F-

IN

IX —

237 Main St- Rockland, Maine

EVERYTHING IN FOOTWEAR
ANO NEVER UNDERSOLD

BUCK JONES in

A girl's love helps solve a ranch mystery.

Boston Shoe Store

Sold under a written guar
antee to heat your home to
70 degrees in coldest
weather—or money back.

\ ''"V ’

JtPARK THEATRES

According to size
Every Pair Warranted

Felt Slippers,

-

'

I, il.

An O. Henry story, with
electrifying climax.

2

Warm with pathos and tingling
with humanity.

ROCKLAND
HARDWARE CO.

WINDSOR
HOTEL
Belfast
SPECIAL
CHICKEN DINNERS
SUNDAYS, $1.25 '

ROCKLAND. MAINE

12 to 2 Standard Time

MONDAY and TUESDAY, OCTOBER 24-25

LOBSTER SUPPERS
Daily, 6 to 7:30
JONES-WHITTIER, Props.
7’.s-tf

THE BIG THREEOn tl,e Same Program
HOLMAN DAY PRODUCTIONS, Augusta, Maine
1> RUSE X T

MOTHER’S BEST’
BREAD

12c for Large Loaf, 8c small
Try

Our

RAISIN

BREAD

THE RIDER OF
THE KING LOG
SEVEN REEL SPECTACLE

NEW YORK BAKERY
ALSO AT

ROCKLAND, ME.
ROCKLAND i ROCKPORT LIME
NORTHEND STORE

CORPORATION'S
125-127

MAINE S

AUTHOR
STORY
MADE

THIS IS THE PICTURE that you have
heard so much abcut. It was a year in
the making and has placed the State of

Maine on the map as an ideal spot to produce motion pictures.

44=1 AI the sTgn of
Is North Nations I Bank

THRILLING

STUPENDOUS

Also HOLMAN DAY Two Reelcr
SUCCESS for a bank depends largely
upon the service it renders and the manner
in which that service is rendered. We wel
come the depositor just starting an account
with as much genuine courtesy as the one
whose balance amounts to many thousands
of dollars.

The little problems as well as the big
ones are taken care of with the best interests
of the customer ever in mind. As a result we are con
stantly adding new names to our list of satisfied custom
ers and would like to include your name in our list.

1854

NORTH NATIONAL BANK

A Maine Water Power Story
FEATURING

MARY ASTOR,

North National Bank

HUNTLEY GORDON,

BRADLEY BARKER

—
—ALSO-

1921

FOOT OF LIMEROCK STREET—ROCKLAND, MAINE
OPEN SATURDAY EVENINGS FROM 7 UNTIL 9

Rockland, Maine

“WINGS OF THE BORDER”

GOVERNOR

BAXTER

HAROLD

Plays

LLOYD

POPULAR

Important

COMEDY

PRICES

Role
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THE SHORES OF MEGUNTICOOK
Where Fortunate People Taste the Surpassing Pleasures of
Summertime in Maine.
If one has never enjoyed an October
vacation at a beautiful Maine lake, it
is certainly impossible to realize what
they have missed regarding charming
scenery and restful recreation. It is
doubtful if Megunticook Lake can be
surpassed for beauty spots and other
attractive features for which summer
visitors and residents of nearby cities
and towns are constantly seeking.
Rows of handsome and expensive
cottages, many of which contain every
convenience, are to be seen to excel
lent advantage by indulging in a stroll
around the shore—for at present the
water is nearly twelve feet below high
water mark, owing to the constant
drain for mill purposes and scarcity
of rain.
Huge boulders, mostly
granite, over which motor and sail
boats sped only a short time ago with
perfect safety, are entirely out of
water, and their grey and ugly look
ing peaks project from the lake in all
quarters. It seems odd in the extreme
to walk from the mainland to the
small island on which is located the
log cabin of Dr, Phelps.
Oqe of the Camden Mills has already
reduced working time to 40 hours per
week, and others will soon be obliged
to follow, unless the fall rains come
immediately. Many wells in the vicin
ity of the lake have been dry for some
time, but there is an inexhaustible
boiling spring near the Barrett farm
which never fails in its supply of pure,
ice cold water, and that from the lake
is all right for general purposes,

The fine cottages of E. B Richards
and Prof. Stone are closed for the
season, although Mr. and Mrs. Rich
ards visit the lake occasionally on
a hunting expedition.
Boating is
another fad which they greatly enjoy.
At present, they have as a guest at
their Camden home Mrs. A. J. Keefe
of Springfield. Mass., a sister of Mr.
Richards. Before returning to Springfield she plans to visit her old home in
Lincolnville.
The cosy cottage known as “Seldom
Inn,” owned by Mrs. Sadie E. Leach,
proved an exceptionally fine place for
a vacation party during .the first two
weeks in October—as regards rest, rec
reation and satisfying the appetite.
It all really ended too soon, but other
years are coming. Mrs. C. W. Orbeton who was one of th, number, had a
birthday Friday, Oct. 14, and the din
ner which included a birthday cake,
was prepared to the Queen's taste by
Mrs. Leach. Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Rich
ards and Mrs. A. J. Keefe, as well as
Mr. and Mrs. Fred T. Simpson of Cam
den were invited guests. Mr. and Mrs.
Simpson had just returned from a trip
through the White Mountains with
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Torrey of Stoning
ton. The journey was made in Mr.
Torrey’s Hudson car. On their return
they visited Poland Springs and
Auburn, and in the latter city called
upon Mrs. Simpson's sister, Mrs. John
Hooper.
• • . •
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew B. Sides who
have been passing their honeymoon
at "Molineux Cabin," returned to their
home in Boston by auto, last Satur-

• • « •

Hopkins family. They have a large
herd of cattle, and sell large quan
tities of milk and cream, delivering it
at the cottages about the lake every
day during the summer season. They
also have immens? quantities of apples
which are now being harvested.
The Start farm, which is an old
land mark, commands a view of the
surrounding country almost impossi
ble to surpass. The old farm house is
very odd in construction, and every
thing about the place is neat and at
tractive. Mrs. Start who is over 70
years of age is still very active, and
resides with Mr. and Mrs. Elwell. At
present Mrs. Elwell's sister of Sears
mont, who is also a daughter of Mrs.
Start is with them for a visit. Will
Beverage is now building a new cellar
wall the entire length of the old home
stead, and Mr. Elw’ell thinks by the
time he gets the large boulders which
they used for such work many years
ago in place again, he will earn his
money.

ROCKLAND HIGHLANDS

Kirteo
Ranges
and
Heaters

* * • «

Just at present Megunticook Lake is
an attractive locality for sportsmen,
and shots can be heard almost any
time of the day.
Partridge, duck,
mink, etc., are plenty, as Walter Clark
of Camden can testify. He makes a
trip to the lake nearly every day. and
seldom fails to bag two or three of one
kind or the other. When a man can
shoot a duck from a cottager’s boat
mooring five minutes after the owner
leaves the shore with his wife after
game, he is doing a pretty good stunt.
That's just what young Clark did, and
in the afternoon Mr. and Mrs.------ re
turned, not having seen a chick. They
can't get over the disappointment of
knowing they could have shot one
from their own portico.
Joseph S. Mullin, manager of the
Lincolnville Telephone Company was
at the lake last week, thoroughly
overhauling wires in order to give
better servie.
Many summer residents are talking
strongly of having electric lights in
stalled another season.
Wm. Libby of Winterport, manager
of the State Fish Hatchery, is un
usually busy at present preparing to
distribute salmon fry to various
lakes in the State- A large number
are to be liberated at Alford's Lake,
through the efforts of Ernest C. Davis.
The runs at the hatchery are alive
with small fish, but the weather of
late has not been just what is desired
for their transfer. This institution is
an interesting place to visit, and every
attention is shown to those who seek
information on the subject.
A handsome fawn arrived at the deer
park last week direct from Caribou,
but was slightly injured in transport
ation. The large deer have been
shipped away, leaving the new comer
and another of about the same size in
complete possession of the enclosure.
They are both tame and pleased to see
visitors.
C. W. O.

Many of the cottages are now' closed,
except for weekends, when nearby
owners come by auto and other con
veyances, in order to get all the en
joyment possible before cold weather
arrives.
Several valuable lots have recently
been sold, upon which cottages will be
erected next season, and other pro
spective purchasers are in evidence.
The Harry cottage, recently pur
chased by V. F. Studley of Rockland,
is in an attractive location, and Mr.
and Mrs. Studley and friends have al
ready passed many happy hours at
their new summer home.
The lot owned by Dr. Phelps on the
main shore, a short distance from his
island cabin, is being cleared up by
William Gurney of Camden, who has
also just erected a durable sea wall.
The beautiful cottage of H. X. Mc
Dougall is certainly a wonderful place.
During the present season he has been
at the lake often, and made many
noticeable improvements upon both
cottage and grounds. The shore view
is excellent and there is a good beach
»
And-ew 3. Sides
b»r bathing.
C. O. Perry and Charles T. Smalley
own comfortable cottages on the shore day. Mr. Sides is vice president of the
and hie to the lake occasionally for Eastern Steamship Co., and hosts of
a change from strenuous business life. friends tender congratulations.
Mr. and Mrs. George F. Gookin of
* * » *
Watertown, Mass., who have been at
Charlie Hopkins has a lot compris
the lake every s<nson for the pasi 36 ing three-fourths of an acre W’hich he
years, closed their cottage last week. is busily engaged in clearing up. Mr.
They recently entertained Mrs. Goo- and Mrs. Hopkins and friends are us
kin's sister Mrs. M. C, Dawley of ually at their cottage a part of every
Providene, R. I.
week, and are to add several rooms
Miss Nell Fuller and Miss Harriet before another season.
Guy Heal,
Gill are at their camp, which is in a Edwin and Sidney Mank. Everett
secluded nook, over every weekend.
Richards, and Walter Milliken have
The cottage owned by Rev. C. Guy had two tents pitched on the Hopkins
Robbins of Lawrence, Mass., was oc lot during the summer, and when they
cupied for a while this season by Rev. are not busy on the new well are pull
Mr. Ratcliff of the Universalist church, ing stumps, clearing up brush or help
Rockland, who found needed rest and ing out with other jobs. Young Milli
recreation during his stay. Members ken's car is a "Wood's Mobilette” and
of his church were also guests for one can tell when it's coming if a mile
several days.
or more interevenes. These young
F. S. Sherman and family of Rock men when not employed in Camden
land were at "Sherman's Hobby” Sun make a bee-line for the Hopkins lot.
day. Their cottage is. an ideal one in
Hiram Annis of Camden, a well known
every respect and the view from the grocery salesman, has just painted
large piazza is simply grand.
his cottage which is erected on a high
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Burgess of I bluff on road to Turnpike, and also
Rockland who have enjoyed their at made noticeable repairs to the bank
tractive cottage to the fullest extent wall
the present season, were at the lake
• • • •
Sunday with a party of friends.
An occasional visit to nearby farms
Herbert Felton, who has a camp
and valuable property on the Turnpike is an interesting feature, undone of the
road, was at the lake Saturday. His best is at the foot of Turnpike hill. It
retreat is now occupied by his brother comprises about 78 acres and is shel
tered by the mountains from bleak
Clifford Felton and friends.
Miss Alice Knowlton and her guest northerly winds. It has been owned
Miss Jessie Hosmer have recently con for the past 40 years by W. F. Blake,
cluded a pleasant outing at “The Box," a well known machinist, who is em
an attractive cottage on the opposite ployed by the Camden-Anchor Ma
chine Co., and is now carried on by
shore from Mount Megunticook.
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Sobel have a com his son L. C. Blake. Hundreds of
modious cottage which is well fitted bushels of handsome apples, tons of
up. They are usually at the lake every Immense pumpkins and all kinds of
week, and recently entertained sev pigs and poultry are a few of Mr.
Blake's specialties. Mr. Blake senior
eral parties over Sunday.
Miss Ryan who is in the employ of passed a portion of his early life in
Fuller-Cobb-Davis recently purchased Colorado.
A short distance from the Blake
a cottage, and is at the lake over week
farm are the two farms owned by the
ends with friends.

With all
the latest
improve
ments, in
cluding
glass oven
doors, are
used every
where.
SOLD BY

V.F.STUDLEY
ROCKLAND, MAINE

NORTH WALDOBORO

WATERMAN’S BEACH
When I wrote that item about the
whale getting tangled up in the lead
ers of the Shea weir, I didn’t think
anyone would take it for one of Char
lie’s big fish stories, until that Matini
cus fellow who had been around the
moon so many times that he got moon
struck, branded it as a lie. I had a
letter from our friend Boze Wednesday
ard he referred to the whale story and
said “It was some whale, Charlie,” and
asked if it was true; then he added
that years ago a whale 62 % feet long
came ashore at Mosquito Harbor, and
he said that his was a true story. The
last report I had from my whale story
I got out of the Kennebec Journal, a
copy of which my friend Burleigh sent
me at that time. The story had got up
the Kennebec River as far as Augusta.
If it is true that the whale was seen
passing out by Matinicus we should
get further reports from it from time
to time.
I had a talk with Mr. Shea Wednes
day, who said the whale got tangled
up in the leaders of the weir all right,
and stayed there nearly all the fore
noon, until the flood tide came in,
then made its escape. Ed says he has
no doubt but the fin on the back of
that big fish was as tall as a man. If
anyone still doubts this story, tele
phone Rockland 21-11 and Ed or his
father will tell you all about it.
W. A. Adams will be interested to
know that A. and B. Davies have a
new Ford car that they use going to
and from their work at Long Cove and
they have been taking in the fall fairs
the past few weeks. At one time the
boys were wards of Mr. Adams.
Late letters from Albert Maker state
that his son is married and all the
family are well.
Our old friend Mr. Coakley writes us
from Brockton. Mass., that Bert has
got started in his new store. The day
they opened up for business their
friends sent in 75 baskets of flowers.
Bert is as popular in the shoe city as
he was in Rockland.
Lots of birds in the woods and about
the door yard these days. We always
plan to feed them in the fall.
Mrs. Fred Dyer was here lately dem
onstrating the new Dodge coupe.
C. D. S. G.

Every-Other-Day

A large i»art.v of Christian workers [
had planned to attend the revival J
meetings at Wiscasset conducted by J
Evangelist Lawrence B. Greenwood j
Sunday, but owing to the breaking j
down of a truck that had been en- ,
gaged many were disappointed. How- j
ever a good de legation arrived in time 1
for the morning service and were given j
a cordial welcome by Mr. Greenwood
and his horde of new converts. It
was refreshing to hear those who were
deep in sin tell of the life and liberty
they now enjoy "since Jesus came into
their heart.” Mr. Greenwood preached
the word without fear or favor, as is
his custom. He draws a dividing line
between the world and God so clearly
that it cannot be misunderstood and as
few present day preachers do. The
service lunch was served in the hall,
after which all went to the shore to
witness a baptism of 16 candidates.
Among them a lady aged 90 years, and
one cripple that needed two assistants
to help her into the water. These
demonstrated the remarkable faith of
the candidates. When the old lady
came up out of the water she was
given an ovation that any heroine
woud have been proud to receive.
This is the third baptism since the re
vival began and still another to follow
next Sunday. Rev. L. W. West of Bath
administered the rites in a very graceful
manner. Mr. Greenwood started in
single handed and alone in the street
corners and like Paul at jhis first an
swer woman stood with him. But he
has won out and it cannot be other
wise than society in the old town of
Wicsasset, will change its aspects.
All of Mr. Greenwood's friends in this
vicinity wish him success and pros
perity.

The prevailing distemper attacked
first one and then another of George
Quinn's family, until nearly all have
suffered more or less from It, The
digestive organs seem to be the seat
of the trouble, very disagreeable while
It lasts but subsiding after two or
three days. Other neighbors have had
slight attacks, but the symptoms seem
so much like typhoid that we get a
good scare and begin dieting and tak
ing remedies before the distemper gets
a fair hold, so we have not been great
ly inconvenienced thereby, I hear that
many persons are boiling all their
drinking water thinking the germ of
the disease may be there, as the water
Is reported quite low In the lake.
Edward Farrington called on old
neighbors last week and reports that
his mother, Mrs. Hattie Oliver, who is
with him at West Buxton for the win
ter, is gaining in health and he thinks
she may be able to come home in the
spring and resume her duties at her
house. We hear from Mr. Oliver, who
is with his daughters at South Gard
iner. that he also is much better than
when he went away, but is not In ro
bust health by any means, as he is
under treatment for high blood press
ure. We shall all be glad to see them
hack once more, for we miss them
greatly and In this little neighborhood
three houses unoccupied, with the
prospect of a fourth in the near future,
is not at all a pleasant outlook.
Pleasant Valley Grange held an in
teresting session Tuesday evening, no
program being announced the preced
ing week, but all present were asked
by the lecturer to be prepared with
something for entertainment. The plan
worked well, as was proved by the
number of readings, rjciiutions and
songs given. Supper was served at
6.3(1, after which the Grange opened
with everybody feeling good natured
and ready to work.
We older members have sometimes
had fits of depression when our Grange
attendance grew less until sometimes
there were hardly enough members
present lo constitute a quorum, but
in some ways even this has proved a
benefit, for when only a few were
present nobody wa# afiaid to stand up
and talk on the different subjects pre
sented, and now with the attendance
growing larger each week, even our
youngest members can rise and talk
with no embarrassment whatever.
Tills is not only a benefit to the
Grange, but to individual members as
well, especially the young, so that
roally the falling off In attendance
during the summer months, over which
we mourned as a misfortune, has
proved a blessing In disguise, as is
often the case.
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JI?5BATTERY

for Fords, certain models of Chevrolet,
Overland, Buick and 27 other can
and trucks

Better than Pre-War Price!
make! Less than the
REST - O - LITE
pre-war price!
made a ten-strike
with that second reduc Motorists have been
tion. Think of being
quick to recognize this
able to buy a genuine,
genuine price-reduction
high - powered,
high—Prest-O-Lite’s second
quality, long - lived
contribution in a year to
Prest - O - Lite Battery
the lower cost of motor
for as little as $23.50, in
ing. Your battery is
exchange for your old
here—come get it Tell
battery of whatever
your friends.

P

ROCKLAND GARAGE CO.

c>
5\tet0£ile

12 PARK ST.

ROCKLAND, ME.

BATTERY
SERVICE
Pull up where
you see this sign.

Other Prest-OLites in correct
s/ge for every
make of car.

jhe&t-Odite

BATTERY
START night with PneAt-O-Jjftl

PIPELESS

SOMERVILLE

HOT BLAST

Mrs. F. A. Turner was a recent call
er of Mrs. P. E. Marr.
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Marr of Massa
chusetts have been visiting their pa
rents, Air. and Mrs. P. E. Marr, during
their vacation.
Arthur
Farrington
and
Alonzo
Clough of South China were callers at
Pleasant Ridge Farm Wednesday.
Miss Rita Brown of Weeks Mills was
a recent guest of Miss Sylvia M.
Brown.
Mrs. Caro E. Turner and daughter
Marie were Thursday evening visitors
at B. D. Brown’s.
Mrs Ernest Peaslee is very much
better.
Herbert Knight and family have
moved into- the Dan Hislar house.
A. R. Colby has gone to Winthrop
to work.
Jerre Colby has been plowing for
F. A. Turner the past week
Mr. and Mrs. Richmond Brann were
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs.. C. W.
Evans

FURNACES
FOB WOOD ONLY
The Best Made.
Powerful.

Proven by the Test of Time.

Investigate
ted

WOOD & BISHOP CO.

BANGOR, MAINE
Ea.bli.hed 1839

Sold by VEAZ1E HARDWARE CO.
In

Rockland and Thomaston

DELIVERIES IN ANY
QUANTITY

EMPIRE THEATRE

of lumber in any length, width
nr thickness for any purpose
whatever—thats' the offer we
make you today. We must have
ample stocks of seasoned, meas
ured timbers in our yards to be
able to meet such a broad offer.
We have! And our prices will
save you money. Ask us for
estimates.

Western pictures always have a
strong following, particularly if Harry
Carey is star. Today’s feature, "West
Is West." la one of hls very best. A
Pathe comedy, “O! Promise Me” and
the 8th epiaode of “The King of the
Circus" are also on this bill.—adv.
Thoae amall ads In The CourierGazette are read by every body. That
la why they are so popular and
«fToCt1vO

W. H. GLOVER CO.

WATCHFUL EYES
SOLILOQUY OF A YOUNG GANDER

[For The Courier-Gazette!
I’ve tried to learn a thing or two
Since I have been at school;
I’ve tried the teacher to obey,
And to observe each rule;
But I get so discouraged,
And wonder what’s the use.
For mother, in sarcastic tones,
Says: "Son, you are a goose!”
The rooster of the-farmyard
Is proud cock-of-the-walk,
And when he crows his mother says:
"I never heard such talk!"
I tried to crow the other day,
For why should not a goose?
But master said: "For pity's sake,
Is pandemonium loose?”

This is the start of
a better day

The duck, poor silly creature,
For music has no ear,
But I heard someone singing:
"You are my ducky dear!”
As if I’d call my sweetheart
By any name so ill;
For every worm that’s crawling
The duck presents its bill.

There’s satisfying comfort and cheer in a
breakfast cup of Postum, and there’s no disturb
ing element to irritate nerves or digestion and
leave mental energy lagging before the day is
done.

The lordly turkey gobbles,
And never could talk plain,
But holds the seat of honor
When Thanksgiving comes again.
By nature I’m not jealous.
And wave a Hag of truce,
When mother says sarcastically:
“My son, you arc a goose!”

Thousands of former coffee users have found
that Postum meets every demand for a delicious
table beverage, and brings steadier nerves, clearer
mind—better health.

But I’ve talked the matter over
With my fellow ganders gray,
And Hnd they make tlie same complaint
At what their mothers say ;
So we called a public meeting,
Inviting each young goose,
And unanimously voted
To stand no more abuse.

As many cups as you like with any meal —
no after-regrets.

Postum comes in two forms: Instant Postum (in tins)
made instantly in the cup by the addition of boiling water.
Postum Cereal (in packages of larger bulk, for those who
prefer to make the drink while the meal is being prepared)
made by boiling for 20 minutes.

“There’s a Reason” for Postum
Sold by all grocers

rw

If the entire farmyard
That I'm a goose still carps,
1 will not gobble loudly.
Or crow In flats and sharps;
But I will mind my business,
Though all the world condemn,
And let them do the squawking,
But I may hiss at them.
Bernard Aubrey Pitman.

Oct 3, 1H21.

BE A BOOSTER!
TRADE AT HOMBI
TAKE THE HOMB PAPER I

are safeguarding the health of
son and daughter and grand
children. Grandma knows

e

—

The Most

The Most Durable.

7

Me-o-my,
how you’ll take to

a pipe—and P. A.!
Doctor’s Prescription
Internal and External
100 years of Success

This famous old anodyne has
no equal for Coughs, Colds,
Sore Throat, Grippe, Cramps,
Colic, Chills, Strains, Cuts,
Burns and many other com
mon troubles. For more than
a century generation after
generation has praised its
worth. All dealers. 25 and50c.

MOVING
3 Auto Trucks for moving
and long distance hauling of
all kinds.
We move you anywhere in
New England.
You save
Crating, Time and Money.

H. H. STOVER CO.
Tel. 219.

Union St., ROCKLAND
120-tf

Before you’re a day older
you want to let the idea slip
under your hat that this
is the open season to start
something with a joy’us
jimmy pipe — and some
Prince Alberti
Because, a pipe packed
with Prince Albert satisfies
a man as he was never satis
fied before—and keeps him
satisfied! And, you can
prove it! Why — P. A.’s
flavor and fragrance and
coolness and its freedom

from bite and parch (cut
out by our exclusive pat
ented process) are a reve
lation to the man who never
could get acquainted with a
pipe! P. A. has made a
pipe a thing of joy to four
men where one was smoked
before!
Ever roll up a cigarette
with Prince Albert? Man,
man — but you’ve got a
party coming your way!
Talk about a cigarette
smoke; we tell you it’s a
peach!

Prince Albert is
sold In toppy red
begs, tidy red tins,
handsome pound
and half pound tin
humidors and in the
pound crystal glass
humidor with
sponge moist oner
top.

tyUNEE Albert <

Copyright 1921
by R. J. Reynold*
Tobacco Co.
Winston-Salem,
N.C.

_______

Me national joy smoko

j

